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1. Introduction to Rodinian
Language is a powerful tool and a positive element in human evolution. Our thinking, and our
very way of seeing the world as we see it, is enormously influenced by language. We structure
our ideas based on our language structures. Many of you will know “orange” because the
concept “orange” exists in your language. Would you differentiate “orange” from “yellow” or
“red” if your language did not do it? The answer is no. The Sapir-Whorf theory demonstrated
that the Hopi speakers did not differentiate orange from yellow, simply because their language
did not either.
But the power of language spans well beyond colors and simple concepts. Language has been
used as a tool to manipulate texts and laws. It influences everything, from sexism in a society
to the way we face the future and the past. It evens paces our lives. The same theory I have
referred to before explains that Hopi speakers had a very different and more relaxed life than
occidental people, simply because (they recognize) the Hopi language does not include
tense/time in their language structure, and therefore time pressure is not present in the same
way in their lives. Language is a gift given to the human race. With it, effective communication
started amongst humans and, with that, human evolution. No modern society (not even old
ones) would have been possible without this tool.
So if language has such a strong influence in us, why don’t we pay more attention to it? We let
languages evolve at speakers’ will, without even thinking whether that is the right way of
acting and the implications if might have. Current languages are so full of ambiguities in
themselves (we will see this later), so full of offending and society-dividing features that it
seems unbelievable nobody pays too much attention to them. We will expand more on this
later, but languages are imperfect.
But language imperfection does not come only from grammar or vocabulary. If the whole
purpose of language was (global) communication, the system is letting us down. More than
6000 languages are believed to be spoken on Earth. There is beauty, greatness and history in
each of them, but as a whole they do not serve us all. We need a language for all of us, we
need a tool that allows global and yet equal communication. And by equal communication I
mean truly equal. You will be thinking right now, well, a sort of common language exists: it is
called English! Indeed, language is the current lingua franca. In human history, several
languages have been imposed (by force or economical factors) as a global language. English is
the current lingua franca because markets and the strong position of the British Empire and
the USA in recent history made it happen. Before that it was French in Europe, before French,
Spanish. And what will come after English? Probably another one, maybe well after our days.
Chinese? Another one? We let fate decide such an important factor for our society: we let
money and war decide how we communicate with each other.
On top of all of this, the fact that a certain group of people have this lingua franca as their
mother tongue already (because it was the language spoken in that country or region) is
extremely unfair for others. We do our best to learn English at an excellent level, yet most of
us will not be as good as native speakers. How unfair is it that in Spain, France, China, Japan,

Russia, Greece, Nigeria, Sweden, Argentina, Peru or Vietnam (to name a few) we have to make
a great effort to learn others’ language, well other nations do not (or they feel they do not).
That gives them an extremely powerful tool and leaves other nations in a communicative
disadvantage.
So why not having a truly international language? Many before have followed this idea. Let’s
create a language for all of us. The one you might have heard of is clearly Esperanto, project
for which I have a great respect. There are many others, hundreds. None of them has,
however, been truly successful. There reasons for this are complex and would need a book for
themselves.
With this in mind I, as a child, started dreaming about a common language when I was very
young. Built my own language when I was 15, another one two years later. Not something that
could be done in two days: I am speaking about fully built and created languages, with a
grammar of 300 pages and a dictionary of 400 pages. Something big, impressive… But not well
constructed, not solid. I had imagination and willingness to do something great, but looking
back I did not have the knowledge or the understanding. I did not have a true goal either.
Creating something this ambitious without a very solid purpose and based on true knowledge
was like playing a children’s game, nothing more. Those old projects were left in a wardrobe,
simply because when it all come together I did not like it, and I did not think it was worth
showing the world.
However, I did not surrender. I needed maturity, experience and knowledge. I started a degree
in translation and interpreting (in English and German) at university in Barcelona (Universitat
Pompeu Fabra). I had many reasons for doing this, the main one being I wanted to pursue this
dream. In the meantime, I would work on building a solid base and structure for my common
language, and I would study others’ to analyze deeply what went wrong.
But building a common language was not my only goal. I spoke earlier on about defects of
current languages. I spoke about ambiguity, I spoke about sexism, useless and unfair
honorifics. I spoke about language imperfection. Well I cannot do anything to modify our
mother tongues, but certainly I could think on how introduce that into my ambitious project.
With this in mind, and having worked on it during my years at university, my dissertation was
called “In search of the perfect language” (2012). With this dissertation I wanted to explain the
important connections of language with human evolution, how a (more) perfect language was
possible and wanted to show the world the basics of my international language project, which
was back then still in early stages (and has suffered many changes since then). It was a very
important time for me and for this project, as the acceptance (or not) from professors was
crucial for me. Luckily, my dissertation got a 9,9/10 (or 99%) score. That was enough to show I
was pointing in the right direction.
So what is this project then, how does it work. Rodinian is a truly international language which
results from all of this. It has got the following principles:
Precision: Rodinian is very precise and avoids ambiguity. It gives as well a good base
for a better understanding on the world and therefore facilitates human evolution.

Simplicity, it has to be easy to learn. As in Esperanto, different word endings mark
word nature and function. It has no compound verbs, no exceptions, logical use of
prepositions and fixed language structures.
Truly international: its vocabulary comes from many different languages, certainly the
most spoken ones. It is not based only in occidental languages but in all of them.
Innovation it finds solutions for a language that gives more freedom of usage to the
speaker and makes her or him be aware of the grammar structures he is using.
Language harmony: it is constructed so that it does not sound or looks like a cheap
and easy mix of many languages. Rodinian has got its own identity and can be easily
recognized as a separate language.
These five principles combined result in Rodinian. However, it seems quite clear that,
especially for occidental speakers, Rodinian will not seem as easy as Esperanto for instance.
There are two main reasons for this:
o

o

Esperanto and many other languages have a huge amount of roots/words coming from
Latin languages. Words coming from other languages are just testimonial in
comparison.
The fact that the Language is more precise and elimination of ambiguity is pursued
results in more complex structures. Esperanto’s grammar for instance is very simple,
yet the whole language itself is very simple as well. Rodinian compromises extremely
simple grammar for a very precise and logical language. Having said this, Rodinian
could be considered as much much easier than many languages. Its grammar is much
more simple than the English one for instance, and still it is much more precise and
clear.

We will continue this introduction by explaining ambiguity and why I want to fight it. There are
three different kinds of ambiguity: lexical, structural, referential and relational:
Lexical ambiguity comes from the different meanings a single word might have:
My father went to the bank.
Well, the word “bank” has got many different meanings. Do we mean a financial institution in
this case? A river’s edge? Something else? If you look up “bank” in the dictionary, you will find
how it has got multiple meanings. Context or knowledge normally gives us a hint, but not
always.
Structural ambiguity is better explained with examples:
(I)
(II)
(III)

The woman of the committee that I met yesterday.
The tall bishop’s hat
Mistrust wounds

So in (I) we see how “that” could refer to either “woman” or “committee”, so who did I meet
yesterday? The woman only or the committee? In (II), what’s tall? The hat or the bishop? In
(III), mistrust and wounds could be either a verb or a noun, so it can be read in two different
ways.

Referential ambiguity is explained in the following sentence:
I admire Peter, as well as his father. He was a courageous man.
So the pronoun “he” is referring to Peter, or his father? Impossible to tell. Referential
ambiguity arises when the antecedent of a pronoun is uncertain.
To end up with, relation ambiguity is found when the true relationship between two items is
unknown. As in:
That is my portrait.
So what is the meaning of this. Is the portrait “his” as he has painted it? or he owns it?
So we have seen how ambiguity is found pretty much every day, can arise in every single
conversation. Context might help to solve it but it is not always the case. Hopefully this short
explanation has made the reader aware of the potential problems of having an ambiguous
language as a tool and base for our knowledge and understanding.
But before ending this chapter, I would like to introduce you to the Rodinian vocabulary. As I
have said before, Rodinian is a truly international language, as it is made of roots (words)
coming from many languages. The number of roots present in the dictionary for every
language is more or less proportional to the importance (in terms of speakers basically) of the
language. Where very similar languages are found or some languages come from the same
family, the number of roots might be reduced and the whole family taken into account instead
of every single language. It is the case of Hindi languages, where a single language might not
have as many roots as one might think, but it is compensated because the whole family of
languages has got a significant presence in the Rodinian dictionary.
We will see now a few of these words. Remember! All roots will be found in the RodinianEnglish-Spanish dictionary (not all languages are included!)
Afrikaans

vark, coming from vark (pig); ontsen, coming from ontsenu (irritate)

Albanian

dêr, coming from dru (wood); indir, coming from yndyra (fat)

German

letzt, coming from letzt (last); denk coming from denk (think)

Arabic

insan, coming from ( اﻻ س ـ ـ ـ ـ ــانhuman); kitaab coming from ( كت ـ ـ ـ ـ ــابbook)

Bengali

katt, coming from কাটা (cut); nirman coming from িনমাণ (build)

Chech

cil, coming from cil (goal); zakaz coming from zakazat (forbid)

Chinese

zai, coming from 在 (to be/stay); yo coming from 有 (have)

Corean

neukim, coming from 느

Spanish

kultur, coming from cultura (culture); skriv coming from escribir (write)

French

niv, coming from niveau (level); axt coming from acheter (buy)

Greek

doke, coming from dokeo (believe); doks coming from doxos (opinion)

Gujarati

utpan, coming from ઉ પ કરવું (produce); kimm coming from િકં મત (value)

낌

(feel); hyog coming from 효

과

(effect)

Hausa

igeb, coming from igebe (slit); waj coming from waje (area)

Hebrew

ehzor, coming from ( לחזורreturn); yn coming from ( עיןeye)

Hindi

galat, coming from गलती (error); seb coming from सेब (apple)

Indonesian

bahas, coming from bahasa (language); ib coming from ibu (father)

English

du, coming from verb do; diel coming from “deal”

Italian

manj, coming from mangiare (eat); fam coming from “fame” (hunger)

Japanese

neko, coming from 猫 (cat); henŝin coming from 返信 (answer)

Kurdish

dewlet, coming from dewlet (country); heez coming from hêz (power)

Latin

diru, coming from diruo (destroy); leks coming from lex (law)

Portuguese

deex, coming from deixar (let); som coming from som (sound)

Russian

veru, coming from верю (believe); svyet coming from свет (light)

Swedish

sov, coming from sova (sleep); vog coming from vog (equilibrium)

Swahili

fik, coming from fika (arrive); wek coming from kuweka (establish)

Tamil

valt, coming from வாழ் த்த (congratulate); ani coming from அணி (team)

Turkish

harek, coming from hareket (move); soz coming from soze (promise)

Urdu

his, coming from hissa (section); awaz coming from aawaz (voice)

Zulu

enz, coming from enza (form); fek coming from pheka (cook)

As we said, these are not all languages included. Many others are present: Yoruba, Norwegian,
Tegulu, Marathi, Catalan, Qechua, Romanian, Sanscrit, Hungarian, Mongolian… and many
others.
You will see now how, for Occident speakers, words in Rodinian will be a bit more difficult to
recognize than others with the same amount of study hours. The reason for this is that word
roots come from many different languages in the world. Occident constructed languages (for
instance Esperanto or Interlingua) are heavily based in Western vocabulary, which makes
learning easier for westerners but more difficult for others and results extremely unfair for
other languages, speakers and cultures.

In the following pages you will find the Rodinian grammar. Remember there are another two
important documents if you want to learn more about Rodinian:



The Rodinian-English-Spanish dictionary, with more than 10.000 entries.
The Rodinian Exercise Book.

2. Rodinian grammar
In the following seventy pages or so you will find a complete and extended Rodinian grammar.
This means that all that you need to know, deeply, will be here. The length of this grammar is a
good example of the simplicity of the language, where other conventional languages would
spend easily a few hundred pages in explaining their own grammars.
It is very important that, before beginning the study of the grammar, the learner has a good
and solid knowledge of syntactic functions. That includes mastering terms as Subject, Direct
object, indirect object, verb complement or subordinate clauses.
We have point out before that Rodinian uses different words endings for different types of
words and to identify syntactic functions. It would be helpful for the learner to print out
separately APPENDIX A in this same book, where these word endings will be found. It would
help in word identifying where studying the grammar.
A summary of this grammar will be found in the Rodinian Exercise Book. However, learners
should be referred to this book in order to gain knowledge. The Rodinian Exercise Book
summary is only meant to teach at a basic level.

2.1 Phonetics
Rodinian uses mainly the roman alphabet, including letters “ê”, “ŝ”, “û”.
2.1.1 Vowels and vocaloids
Rodinian has eight vowels (a,e,i,o,u,ê,û,w) which are going to be described below.
Letter

Sound

a
e

/a/
/e/

i

As in French “fini”, Thai “กริช” (“dagger”), English “indinan”.

ê

/i/ *or
/i ̯/
/o/
/u/* or
/u̯ /
/ ɐ/

û

/y/

w

/ø/

As in Chinese Mandarin “绿” (green), Finnish “yksi” (one),
French “chute” (fall), German “über” (above), Turkish
“güneş” (sun)
As in Danish “købe” (buy), in French “peu”, in Chinese
Shanghainese “肝” (liver), in German “schön” (beautiful), in
Hungarian “nő” (woman), or in Dutch “hut” (hut).

o
u

Example
As in Spanish “casa”, Arabic ““( ”أنـ ــاI am”), Swedish “bank”

As in Italian “stelle”, Russian “шея” (“neck”),
Vietnamise “tê" (“numb”).

As in Italian “rosa” (“rose”), Portuguese “dois” (“two”)
As in Chinese “哭” (“to cry”), Spanish “usar” (“to use”),
Turkish “uzak” (“far”).
As in Arabic “( ”قط ةcat), in Chinese Cantonese “心” (heart),
in English “nut”, in German “oder” (other), in European
portuguese “pão” (bread), in Russian “голова” (bread),
Romanian “bărbat” (man).

Long vowels
They are vowels which are pronounced a bit longer than usual:
aa
oo
ee
uu

/a:/
/o:/
/e:j/
/u:/

Long a
Long o
Long e, with a very small “i” at the end
Long u

Vocaloids (semiconsonants and semivowels)
Letter

Sound

Explanation

y

/j/ or /ʏ̯/

w

/w/ or /ɥ/ or /ɐ̯/

i

/j/ or /i ̯/

u

/w/

In ascending diphtongs (vocaloid+vowel), letter “y” becomes sound
/j/, whereas in descending diphthongs (vowel+vocaloid) it becomes
/ʏ̯/:
dyel /djel/ (“matter”)
lay /laʏ̯/ (“harmony”)
In ascending diphthongs, “w” becomes sound /w/, and in
descending dihtongs it becomes sound /ɐ̯/
wac /waʧ/ (“anecdote”)
hew /heɐ̯/ (“wrong”)
However, diphthong “wi” becomes sound / ɥi/, as in:
swiv /sɥiv/ (“follow”)
/j/ appears in ascending diphthongs, and /i ̯/ only appears in
descending diphthongs:
doic /doi ̯ʧ/ (“change”)
Only appears in descending diphthongs:
neukim /’new.kim/ (“feel”)

2.1.2 Consonants
Consonants in Rodinian are found below. Take into account that, in Rodinian, one sound
equals one letter. There is no combination of letters equaling one sound, such as “gl” in Italian,
“sh” in English or “rr” in Spanish.
Letter

Sound

Pronunciation

b
c
d
f
g
h
j
k
l
m
n
p
q

/b/
/ʧ/
/d/
/f/
/g/
/h/ or /x/*
/ʒ/
/k/
/l/
/m/
/n/
/p/
/ʤ/

r
s
ŝ

/r/
/s/ or /z/**
/ʃ/

t

/t/

As in Spanish “bailar” (“to dance”), in Chinese “皮” (“skin”)
As in English “chocolate” or Bengali “চশমা” (“spectacles”)
As in Japanese “男性的” (“masculine”) or English “delta”
As in English “food” or Chinese “飛” (“to fly”)
As in English “go” or Russian “голова” (“head”)
As in English “ham”
As in French “jour” (“day”) or Czech “muži” (“men”)
As in English “cat” or Pashto ““( ” ـ ــالyear”)
As in Italian “molto” or Spanish “hablar”.
As in French “mais”
As in Spanish “nada” or Punjabi “ਨੱਕ” (“nose”)
As in Russian “плод” (“plot”) or Italian “papa”
َ (“bell”), Czech “léčba” (“treatment”), French
As in Arabic “”ج َرس
“adjunction” (“addition”), Albanian “xham” (“glass”).
As in Spanish “marea” or English “root”.
As in Spanish “estar” or English “sand”.
As in English “she”, Arabic ““( ”ﺷ ــﻤﺲsun”) or French “cher”
(“expensive”
As in Hebrew ““( ”מונהתimage”) or English “tick”

v
x
z

/v/
/ç/
/ʣ/

As in English “valve” or Italian “avare” (“miserly”)
As in German “nicht”, Finnish “vihko”, Japanese “人” (“person”)
As in Italian “pizza”

*/h/ when at the beginning and in the middle of a syllable. /x/ is optional for syllable ending.
** accepted /z/ when at the beginning of a word.

2.1.3 Diphthongs and triphthongs
Rodinian has got several diphthongs and triphthongs that you will study now:
Diphthongs
Letra Sonido

Pronunciación

ai

/e:/

ei
ii
oi
ui
wi
ay
ey
oy

/əi ̯/
/ai ̯/
/oi ̯/
/ui ̯/
/ɥi/
/aʏ̯/
/eʏ̯/
/oʏ̯/

As in Egyptian Arabic
“”ل ـ ـ ـ ـ ـ ـ ــه,
As in German “sein”
As in English “cayman”
As in Spanish “hoy”
As in Spanish “cuidado”
As in French “suite”

uy
au

/øʏ̯/
/aw/

Not many examples here, so
best explaining than giving
examples. Sound /ʏ̯/ is similar to
German “ü” or French “u”, so in
descending diphthongs it is
smilar to attaching that as a
vocaloid (less stress) to the
main vowel: as if “ey” was “eü”
or “oy” was “oü”.

As in Dutch “kluis”
As in Italian “aurora”

eu
ou
wu
aw
ew
iw
ow
uw
ie
ya
ye
yi
yo
yu
wa
we
wo

/ew/
/ow/
/wu/
/ae̯/
/ee̯/
/ie̯/
/oe̯/
/ue̯/
/i:/
/ja/
/je/
/ji/
/jo/
/ju/
/wa/
/we/
/wo/

As in Spanish “deuda”
As in Portuguese “dou”
As in Mandarin “wu”.
As in German “hart”.
As in German “mehr”
As in German “dir”.
As in German “Tor”
Similar to English “lure”
As in English “free”
As in Spanish “hacia”
As in Spanish “hierba”
As in English “ying”.
As in Icelandic “yod”
As in Spanish “yuca”.
As in French “roi”.
As in Spanish “fuego”
As in English “Word”.

Triphthongs
Triphthongs in Rodinian are formed in two different ways:
Adding a vocaloid (“w” and “y”) to a descending diphthong.
Combinations “aie”, “aio”, “aiu” and “aia” are triphthongs in which the first letter
becomes /ɐ̯/, thus becoming /ɐ̯je/, /ɐ̯jo/, /ɐ̯ju/ and /ɐ̯ja/.

2.1.4 Word stress
Word stress can be very difficult in some languages. Whereas some of them have the stress
always in the same syllable (as in Armenian, where it is in the last one, or Esperanto, where it is
in the second to last), many of them have difficult rules that need to be learned. Spanish for
instance has quite a complex system where words take diacritical marks (tildes in Spanish) or

not depending on their stress. Spanish word votó (“he/she voted”) is stressed in the last
syllable whereas voto (“vote”) is in the second to last. Other languages, as in English, have no
set rules and are mainly arbitrary.
General rule in Rodinian for stress is that all words initially have the main stress in the penult
(second to last) syllable:
manuk (root for “man” or “woman”) is /’ma.nuk/
If we modify the root by adding prefixes or suffixes, stress changes accordingly:
manukin (“woman”) is pronounced /ma.’nu.kin/
And further:
manukina (“women”) is pronounced /ma.nu.’ki.na/
See how stress is moving to the right as we add suffixes to the word.
However, there are a few rules that apply as well and might change the stress of the word. The
following syllable endings (not word) imply that that syllable is stressed:
Descending diphthongs and triphtongs, including “y”.
Syllables ending in double consonant.
Ascending diphthongs with “a”, “o” or “e” as the main vowel.
Plural, dual and noun/adjective dependence suffixes (“-a”, “-o”, “-en”, “-ex”) are
normally stressed, as well as the emphasizer suffix “-ak”.
Long vowels are always stressed.
Some word (not syllable) endings: “-tz”, “-st”, “-rt”, “-v”, “-û”
So we have words like:






Rettsele (“enigma”), stressed /’ret.se.le/, because the first syllable ends in a double
consonant, and that means that it is stressed.
Isoleers (“isolates”), stressed /i.so.’le:jrs/, because the last syllable was got a long
vowel (“ee”).
Vidyart (“studied”), stressed /vi.’djar/, because last syllable contains an ascending
diphthong where “a” is the main vowel.
Itzei (“yet”), stressed /it.’dzei/ because it is ending with a descending diphthong.
Polizerinen (“of the policewoman”), stressed /po.li.dze.ri.’nen/ because it is a noun
dependent form, which is stressed.

Despite of this, there are syllables that can never be stressed:
Word prefixes: bevis (“would see”) is pronounced /be.’vis/.
Word orbitals, as verb orbitals or articles: al’hu (“the fire”) is pronounced /al.’hu/.
On top of this, the last syllable that can be stressed in a word is the third syllable counting from
the end. Even if we have double consonants, long vowels… etc before that, they are ignored:

Dinnamitu is stressed /di.ma.’mi.tu/, because the double consonant is in the 4th syllable
counting from the right, so it is effectively ignored in terms of stressing. However, its root
“dinnamit” is stressed in the first syllable.
Compound words are treated differently: only the last word in the compound word is taken
into account.
A few words do not follow these rules: zuen (/dzu.’en/).

2.1.5 Epenthesis
Epenthesis in grammar is the addition of a sound in between a given word or structure. In
Rodinian it is always the letter “ê” for consonant separation, and “w” for vowel separation,
and it happens when:
a root and a morpheme, or two morphemes, are in contact with the same letter. An
example of this is the union of root “wiks” and the morpheme “-s”, which would be
*wikss. Then we add the epenthetic letter to form wiksês.
A root and a morpheme, or two morphemes or two roots, are in contact, and their
union alone would not be pronounceable. An example of this is the word têpitu,
union of roots “t” (earth) and “pit” (big hole). The resulting word would be *tpit, so we
introduce the epenthetic letter in between to form têpit.
Another example with the epenthetic “w” would be the union between the root ry amd
morpheme -im, where ryime (“radiology”) would not be pronounceable in Rodinian. In this
case, as it is between vowels, we use the “w”, so the right word is rywime.
However, not all morpheme unions result in the use of epenthetic letters. The weak
morphemes are those not requiring an epenthetic letter, even if the root ends in the same
vowel as the morpheme beginning. There are two kind of weak morphemes:
All verb morphemes: except for aspect and tense morphemes. It is the case, for
instance, of the combination of root fek (cook) and suffix –ki- (be able to). As the root
and the suffix end and begin in the same letter, they would initially require the
addition of the epenthetic vowel “ê”. However, this is a modal morpheme (HK 2.5.2),
and therefore they do not need it, becoming fekkiet for instance (“I cooked”).
All number suffixes: it is the case of the number 1 (wahied) with the suffix for tens
(das). The union of the two becomes wahieddas (ten), and not *wahiedêdas.
Epenthesis is not used either with the present habitual of the verb s’se (to be). As the root of
that verb is “s”, and the morpheme for present habitual is “s” as well, its union should be *sês.
However, it becomes only “s”, so:
John s duwurii – John is very tall.

As you can see, this “s” is in reality the verb to be in its present habitual form. Other forms
function normally:
John sêt duwurii – John was very tall.
However, when we add any other prefix to the root, the normal procedure is used. For
instance:
John wyfsês ieni – John continues being nice.
In this case, the prefix “wyf-“ is added to the root “s”, and then the present morpheme. With
no prefix, both would merge in a single “s”, but with the prefix added to it, they follow the
normal procedure with epenthetic vowel “ê”.

2.1.6 Suffix “-c”
The suffix “-c” is used when:
A root ends in –y, and the abstract 2 noun marker “-y” is used on top. It’s the case of
the root wy, when we form the infinitive, becoming s’wyc instead of *s’wyy.
A root ends in –i, and the adjective marker “-i” is used on top. It’s the case of the word
kotei (“solid”). When made adjective, it becomes koteic and not *koteii.
However, take into account that when the intensifier “-i” is used with an adjective (ending as
well in –i, of course), “c” is not used. It is only used when adding an adjective marker to a root
ending in “-i”:
kotei (root for “solid”) + adjective marker = koteic
duwur (root for “high”) + adjective marker = duwuri + intensifier “-i” = duwurii.
The intensifier for the adjective koteic would be koteici.

2.1.7 Apostrophe use
The apostrophe in Rodinian is used in grammar in two different ways:



In order to separate long words (Hk Sect 2.2).
In order to separate orbitals from main words.

In the first case, the apostrophe mark functions actually as a letter, and it is pronounced as /ə̆/,
similar to the letter “ê” but very short.
In the second case, the apostrophe might be:




Soundless, when the resulting combination with the main word is pronounceable, for
instance the word al’daikek (“the child”), pronounced /al.’de:k.ek/.
Voiced (with the same sound: /ɐ/ ), when the resulting combination is not
pronounceable, as in the word v’vees (“going to…”), pronounced /və̆.’ve:js/.

2.1.8 Neuter letter drop
Rodinian letter “ê”, when taking part of a root, drops from the root when the following
circumstances are met:
o
o

It is the next-to-last letter in the root.
A morpheme started by a vowel is added.

So we have, for example, the root viêr, meaning “four” (number). So we have the first
condition met. If we add for instance the ordinal morpheme –ar to it, then it becomes virar. All
the conditions described above are met, and the letter “ê” is dropped. However, take for
instance the root vêr (truth). The sentence “it was verified” in habitual past could be translated
as es vêrt. As we can see, as a –t is added to the root, the “ê” is kept. However, the word
“truth” is vre, with the “ê” dropped (not *vêre).

2.1.9 Letter names
The following table will explain how to pronounce letters in Rodinian:
a
b
c
d
e
ê
f

/a/
/bi/
/ʧɐ/
/dɐ/
/e/
/ɐ/
/fɐ/

g
h
i
j
k
l
m

/gi/
/hɐ/
/i/
/ʒɐ/
/kɐ/
/jel/
/mɐ/

n
o
p
q
r
s
ŝ

/nɐ/
/o/
/pi/
/ʤi/
/rɐ/
/ɐs/
/jeʃ/

t
û
u
v
w
x
y
z

/tɐ/
/y/
/u/
/vɐ/
/wɐ/
/çɐ/
/ej/
/dzɐ/

As you can see, all vowels are pronounced with their own sounds, same as letter “y”, which is a
diphthong per se. The majority of consonants have their consonant and the sound /ɐ/ after
that. However, letters “b”, “g”, “p” and “q” attach /i/ next to them, and letters “l” and “ŝ” have
slightly different ways of being pronounced (/jel/ and /jeʃ/).
Letter pronounciation is very important in Rodinian, as individual letters might form words in
Rodinian. All vowels have meanings (all of them are prepositions), and some consonants as
well. “c”, “ŝ”, “w”, and “z” are prepositions, “k” and “j” are conjunctions and “s” is a verb.

When they appear as individual letters in a sentence, they are pronounced as we have seen
above. However, prepositions, if followed by a word starting by a vowel, might be assimilated
to the next word. For instance, the construction “c maalku” (with salt), is pronounced
/ʧɐ.’ma:l.ku/, but the construction “c azeitu” (with oil) is pronounced /ʧa.’dzɐj.tu/, with the
sound of the letter “c” attached to the next word.

2.2 Word formation and sentence structure
2.2.1 Word formation
Rodinian is an aglutinative language. Mainly, words are formed by taking a certain root or base
and adding prefixes, infixes and suffixes to it. Roots are fixed and not modifiable.
Some attributes will demand a prefix, while others suffixes. Others will require infixes on top
of those, as in the word vliegleku (“airport”):
vlieg-

-lek-

-u

Root (fly) - int (place) – suf (concrete noun)

But word formation in rodinian goes beyond this. As in other languages, words can be formed
by putting two words together (compound words):
word

word 1

word 2

meaning

skeezdobozu
spaardobozu
alzdobozu

skeez (“squeeze”)
spaar (“save up”)
alz (“lift”)

dobozu (“box”)
dobozu (“box”)
dobozu (“box”)

harmonica
moneybox/piggybank
lift

As you can see, the main meaning is added by the word on the right hand side, and the word
on the left modifies that meaning. A lift is a “box” that “lifts”. Same for instance with the word
vraagdoku (“questionnaire”), in which doku is “document” and vraag is “questions”,
“document with questions”.
Notice as well how the second part of the compound word takes the appropriate morpheme
(gender, number, dependence…Section 2.3), whereas the first one remains normally
unchanged (only the root appears). However, the first one might take a gender morpheme if
absolutely necessary:
manukintoiletu – women’s toilet
Where “-in” is the feminine gender of the root manuk (“man/woman”). In this case, identifying
the gender is absolutely necessary.
But compound words might be formed as well by a preposition and a noun, as in:
word

word 1

word 2

meaning

aufvikte
nantzwardy
voqdue

auf (above)
nantz (inside)
voq (before)

vikt (weight)
wardy (observation)
due (do/fact)

overweight
endoscopy
experience

Compound words with three or more than three roots exist. They might combine nouns or
nouns and prepositions. Similar rules apply: the word with the main meaning to the right, and
modifiers to the left. In many cases, such long words will be formed by adding a already
compound word and a single word, as in:
nantzzentêrstûcke – “caliber”
Where nantz is “inside” (preposition), zentêr is “centre” and stûcke is “segment”, where
zentêrstûcke is means “diameter” by itself.
When such a word is formed by three or more roots (nouns mainly, not prepositions), the
mark “’” separates them in groups of two: compound words that have (or might have) a
meaning together outside the longer one stick together:
zaandiru’byoke (“caries”)
“zaandiru’byoke” is formed by zaan (tooth), diru (destruction) and byoke (illness). In this
particular case, zaandiru sticks together as they mean something together, and we separate
byoke.
Remember! “’” is pronounced as /ə̆/ (Section 2.1).
So this word would be pronounced: /dza:n.di.ru.ə̆.’bjo.ke/
Another similar example would be:
ynya’byoke (“glaucoma”)
Where yn is “eye”, ya is “pressure” and byoke we have seen already.
Many scientific and technique words in Rodinian are extremely descriptive and formed with
day-to-day words that we all use. “glaucoma” might be very opaque for many speakers (even
native), whereas Rodinian uses a descriptive word.
Other examples might be:
qostbyoke (“sclerosis”), where qost means “hard”.
pangubanbyoke (“Parkinson”) where panguban means “paralisis”
zellbyoke (“cancer”), where zell means “cell”.
insulinbyoke (“diabetes”), where insulin means “insulin”
We can see quite long words, like word “hurricane” in Rodinian:
ŝampingir’lowwaje
where ŝampingir means “tropic”, low is “low” and waje is “area”. Actually, the word ŝampingir
itself is formed by ŝam (“sun”) and pingir (“fringe”).
Word formation in Rodinian uses as well prefixes and suffixes in order to form new words:
prefixes
pra-

Meaning
old

example
pravoqstate

hyperborepadisme-

very/archifamily acquired when one of the parents
marries another person
repetition
substitute
no/contrary
preposition/morpheme converter into
adjectives/noun

hypervrogek
Boiber stepfather
reedity
Paŝpielin
disacidu - alcaline
melahelli – near
mekie - possibility

And suffixes as well:
suffixes
-lek
-im
-ar
-an
-ist
-oun
-ix
-eng
-el
-ej
-un-iy*
-ij-sk*
-om
-ow
-op
-ox
-etz
-eq
-ev
-eltz
-itt
-enn
-ess
-acc

Meaning
place
study
group
member
student
sport
meat
room,
instrument
container
hair colour
language
animal sound
nationality
Regular sides
Irregulares sides
Regular poli
Irregular poli
without
Cría
piece, portion
movement
diminutive
appreciative
augmentative
pejorative

example
vliegleku - airport
rywime - radiology
qûare – music group
lofanek - communist
Eldistek - georontologist
peoune - football
Varkixu – pork meat
sovengu – sleeping room, bedroom
Ŝuŝelu - hoover
Skriveju – pencil case
zarduni - blonde
engeliye – English (language)
skilijy - bark
engelske – English (nationality)
driomu - square
virowu - rectangle
ŝeŝopu - cube
pyatoxu - pyramid
Sakiretzi – withour sugar/sugar free
Varkeqek - piggy
drevu - splinter
lofeltze - comunism
Kotzittu – little car
Daikennin – little girl (with affection)
Baytessu – big house
Iberaccer – bad father

*When language and nationality suffixes are attached to countries ending in –a, the –a is dropped (from
instance, from Veneswela we get venesweliski). If on top of that, they end in –ia (Italia, Spania…), the –ia
is dropped. So from Italia we get the words italiye (Italian language) and italiski (Italian nationality)

These prefixes/suffixes are extremely productive and they do not need to appear in the
dictionary in order to be used.

2.2.2 Sentence structure
Sentence structure in Rodinian is as follows:
Subject + Verb + Complements
As in the following sentences:
Al’ohin manjas jouzu (“the girl is eating a pomelo”)
Al’rawasu zais i Frans (“the mountain is in France”)
Mir veez zu al’plaju u ezerdag (“I am going to the beach on Saturday”)
Enen e’ibin axtet dri wanja (“her mother bought three toys”)*
Wi duez esa besok (“we will do that tomorrow”)
*As you might expect, subjects and complements can be formed by more than one word, as it is the
case in enen e’ibin (“her mother”), or event in much longer complements, as when a subordinated
clause is added to the subject:

Enen e’ibin, dena viset mir izol, axtet dri wanja (“her mother, that I saw yesterday, bought
three toys”).
When emphasizing a certain complement, it can be brought forward before the subject.
Despite this, verbs always take position 2 in Rodinian (similar as in German for instance), and
therefore the subject must be placed after the verb:
U ezerdag veez mir zu al’plaju (“On Saturday I am going to the beach”).
Besok duez wi ca (“Tomorrow we will do that”).
Dri wanja axtet enen e’ibin (“three toys bought her mother”)*
*Be careful when switching subject and complements, as it might result in a confusing or
ambiguous sentence. In the case of the marked sentence, the resulting meaning is clear.
However:
*O’robbek viset dinen e’iber (“a thief saw your father”).
Is that what we meant? In this case the intention was to place dinen e’iber as the subject, with
o’robbek as an emphasized direct object in front of the main verb. However, in this case, the
resulting sentence does not reflect that. As o’robbek could act as a subject as well, it must be
clearly marked as a direct object in front of the verb. To achieve this, the preposition a (marker
of a direct object) (See) is placed in front of the word:
A o’robbek viset dinen e’iber.
When making questions, the order of the sentence is changed, as it happens in other
languages like German:
Verb + Subject + Complements

Like in the following sentences:
Vûes din sebu? (“do you want an apple?”
Kommez Maria minem? (“will Maria come with me?”)
Qûs vi i dutxu? (“do you sing in the shower?”)
As you have noticed, English places an auxiliary verb in the front of the sentence. The only
thing you need to do is switch places with the subject.
Some other verb features require this structure:
Imperatives: Kommesed din nezki! – Come here!
Depreciative: Manjeseŝ dir tot al’vleesu – Please eat all the meat.
Sentence structure is no different in subordinated clauses, where some languages change the
word order. Rodinian keeps it the same:
Al’ŝpieler, der visilkert ei Manchester United uyt, sos isabbi – The player, that was bought by
Manchester United, is injured.
As you can see, in the underlined subordinated clause verb takes the second position too, with
the relative taking the first one.
In some cases, the subject might have to be placed after the verb, so that the verb keeps
position 2. This happens especially with adverbial relatives:
Mir husks al’zeite duzu, beizu zaiot min i Tokyo – I still remember the time when I was in Tokyo.
As you can see, subject “min” in the subordinate clause takes position 3, as position 1 is taken
by the relative (which cannot be changed)
Position 0
Conjunctions (mai, ŝi, k…) (HK Sect 2.8.1) take position 0 (obviously before 1 and 2):
Tao s jêni, mai Xin s jênori – Tao is intelligent, but Xin is more intelligent.
Position F (Final position)
Attitude (HK Sect 2.14) and verb particles (HK Sect 2.5.5) take final position in a sentence.

2.3 Nouns
Nouns in rodinian reflect gender, number and dependency.

2.3.1 Gender
Gender in most languages (for those that reflect it in their grammar, which is approximately ¼
of all of them) can be very arbitrary. It is a system designed to divide nouns in different classes,
which are normally related to biological gender (masculine, feminine, neutral) or animacy
(animated or unanimated substantives).
But the vast majority of those languages using gender (actually as far as I know, all of them)
are not consistent or logical with the use of gender, and that makes it very complicated for non
native speakers. On the other hand, many of them have tools to identify clearly the gender of a
word. For instance, Italian uses –a for feminine singular, Portuguese –o for masculine singular,
Russian –e for neuter and so on (although there are usually many exceptions to these rules).
Languages like Spanish (and actually the majority of romance languages) are fairly logical in the
use of gender for animated nouns:
o
o
o

el chico/la chica (“the boy/the girl”)
el gato/la gata (“the cat <masc>/the cat <fem>”)
el toro/la vaca ( “the bull/the cow”)*

*As seen in this example, sometimes the root is changed when switching from masculine to
feminine (or viceversa).
However:
La hormiga (“the ant”), but *el hormigo does not exist. It happens as well in el delfín
(“masculine dolphin”), while la delfina (“femeine dolphin”) does not exist. It is not only the
case of animals, it happens as well with humans, as it is the case in el médico (“masculine
doctor”), whereas the feminine noun does not exist and the masculine is used instead.
Other languages are even more complicated, where grammatical gender can be completely
opposite to biological gender. It is the case for German das Kind (“the child”), where the noun
is neuter even if we are talking about a masculine or a feminine subject. Even worse, das
Mädchen (“the girl”) is a feminine reality… but neuter in grammar!
Systems like the German one make it actually very complicated to identify the word gender by
just looking at the word. Der Berg (“the mountain”) is masculine, whereas der Name (“the
name”) is masculine too, der Staat (“the Estate”) or der Fahrer (“the driver”), all having
different endings. But the complexity goes beyond that: der itself (“the”) can be masculine, but
as well feminine or plural depending on the case. Same with endings: “-er” can be the ending

for plurals as well as masculine. It gets that bad, that German learners learn new words with
the article attached to it so that they can now their gender straight away.
On the other hand, animacy is not found in many languages. It is found in Russian, where
animated masculine words in singular take the genitive form instead of the accusative one
when part of a Direct Object:
Это журнал студента.(“this is the magazine of a student”) Genitive case
Я вижу студента.(“I see the student”) – Accusative case, but “student” is in genitive.
But in the case of an inanimate referent:
Это текст диалога. (“this is the text of a dialogue”) –
читаю диалог. (“I am reading a dialogue”) – Accusative, word in accusative.

Genitive

case

Animacy is found as well in some features of other languages. Spanish lo is a pronoun only
used for animated words, same as esto or ello. In English, personal pronoun “it” normally
refers to inanimate referents, while “he” and “she” refer to animated ones. Japanese reflects
animacy as well when using verbs aru or iru.
So then, what does Rodinian do?
Rodinian has a logical and simple system which reflects both gender and animacy, with some
other subgroups implied: let’s see the table:

Animate

Not animate

Class/Endings

Examples

Masculine: -er

iber (father), her (firefighter), arzter (m.doctor)

Femenine: -in

ikuzin (f.teacher), aktin (actress)

Neuter: -ek

lynek (lion), ŝiŝek (ant)

Vegetable: -il

derebil (tree), tallil (pine tree)

Microorganisms: -ej

zellej (cell), virej (virus)

*Concrete 1: -u

Baytu (house), kitaabu (book), kotzu (car)

*Concrete 2: -û

somû (sound), doxijû (noise), troû (thunder)

Abstract/ideas: -e

ihsase (emotion), subahe (morning), helse (health)

Abstract/process: -y

hlengy (rescue), ridy (laughter)

*Difference between concrete 1 an 2 is fairly simple. Concrete 1 nouns are perceptible by our vision,
whereas concrete 2 nouns are not. By definition, a concrete noun is one perceptible by our senses,
although there is a huge difference between what we can see and touch (concrete 1) and what we can
only hear or smell, for instance.

So switching between masculine – and neuter - and feminine is very easy. Just take the root of
the word (for instance poliz):
polizer

Policeman

polizin
polizek

policewoman
policeman (neuter)

But switching to not animate concepts is equally easy. For instance take the word post:
poster
postin
postek
postu
poste
posty

postman
postwoman
postman (neuter)
postbox/letter box
mail (service)
mailing/postage

See how this system is extremely beneficial for learning purposes:
Just one root is needed, so no change of roots depending on gender, as in English with
“uncle” (ojer) and “aunt” (ojin) or “boy” (denŝer) and “girl”(denŝin).
Very limited amount of suffixes, which are highly efficient. See for instance how other
languages use multiple suffixes, sometimes with different meanings. In Spanish, for
instance, Rodinian –e words (abstract/ideas) may use suffixes like –tad (amistad), or –
ción (ambición), or nothing at all (idea). –y words (processes/actions) may take suffixes
like –ción as well (cocción), -miento (allanamiento) or –aje (blindaje), which is actually
as well used for ideas or concepts like coraje (“courage”). Loads of suffixes involved,
sometimes with multiple meanings, easily solved in Rodinian.
But advantages do not end here. Having a neuter gender is extremely useful for many
situations. First of all, it ELIMINATES SEXISM from language. Many languages form the neuter
by using the masculine form. That is well extended in many languages, even English:
“Actors are going to strike” – Is that masculine actors or masculine and feminine actors?
Normally it refers to both of them, using the masculine form. Spanish for instance does exactly
the same. See the following sentence:
Ellos vienen mañana – ellos means “they”, in the masculine form, but it is often used as neuter.
In the current world, it gets to a point where protesting against sexism leads to the use of both
masculine and feminine words to express neutrality, as in Spanish:
Los ciudadanos y ciudadanas tienen derecho a votar – meaning “both masculine and feminine
citizens have the right to vote”.
In Rodinian, if we take both last sentences in Spanish we have “se kommez besok”, where “se”
is neuter (in opposition to “ser” – masculine only – or “sen” – feminine only), and “ziteka hebbs
diritte voteen”, where “ziteka” is neuter in opposition to “zitera” and “zitina” (we will see
number in a second).
It wouldn’t be fair to say though that all neuter words are formed using the masculine. Italian
for instance uses the feminine pronoun lei to do the neuter honorific, similar to vous in French
or usted in Spanish.

2.3.2 Number
Grammatical number is found in most languages to express differences between singular and
plural entities. Some languages use as well the dual number, as it is the case for Rodinian.
There are many ways to express plurality in different languages:
Method
Affixation
Sound
alterations
Reduplication

Language
Finnish
Swahili
Arabic
German
Indonesian

Singular
Talo (“house”)
Mtoto (“child”)
 ِكت َابkitāb "book"
Mutter (“mother”)
Orang (“people”)

Plural
Talot (“houses”)
Watoto (“children”)
 ُكتُبkutub "books"
Mütter (“mothers”)
Orang-orang (“people”)

So as we saw with gender, it can get very complicated. Rodinian keeps it simple:
Singular number is unmarked.
Dual number is marked with –o.
Plural number is marked with –a.
And they refer to actual and real numbers. If we take for instance the English word “scissors”,
it is actually a name referring to one reality but formed in plural. The same happens with the
word “jeans”, for instance. In Rodinian, “scissors” is keincilu (in singular, unmarked), as even if
it is formed by two parts, it is a single unit.
Find below some examples of word formation in dual and plural:
Word in singular
dage (day)
Nyrsin (nurse)
Vliegy (flight)
Lossu (castle)*
Ciltu (tomato)*

Dual
Dageo (two days)
Nyrsino (two nurses)
Vliegyo (two flights)
Losso (two castles)
Cilto (two tomatoes)

Plural
Dagea (days)
Nyrsina (nurses)
Vliegya (flights)
Lossa (castles)
Cilta (tomatoes)

*As seen in these examples, forming the dual and plural numbers from concrete nouns (-ending in “u” in
singular) drops the “u”. ciltu becomes cilto in dual (dropping the –u), and cilta in plural.

2.3.3 Dependency
Dependency is a feature not found in other common languages. Rodinian dependency
expresses whether a certain complement depends on a verb, a noun or an adjective. See the
following sentences in English
“I normally think of you”
“That is the name of a king”
“The night is full of terrors”

In the first sentence, the complement introduced by the word “of” (Prepositional complement)
depends on the verb “think”, and it is therefore a verb complement. In the second sentence,
“of” introduces a Noun Complement, and in the third one, an adjective complement.
Rodinian marks clearly whether the noun/pronoun depends on a verb, noun, or adjective.
Taking the given examples in English:
Sentence in English
The project consists of three
parts.
That is the name of a king
The night is full of terrors

Sentence in Rodinian
Al’duane sastojês an dri
bufenea.
Ties s al’naame rekseken.
Noapte s wanjoni teroreax

Complement
Verb complement
Noun complement
Adjective complement

So in there first sentence, the marked complement is dependent on the main verb “sastojês”,
so it is unmarked. The complement is actually introduced by a preposition an.
In the second sentence, “rekseken” is dependent on “al’naame” (“the name”), which is a noun,
not the main verb. Therefore it is marked as such. The unmarked version would be “reksek”,
adding –en to the end of it.
In the last sentence, the complement “teroreax” is dependant on the adjective “wanjoni”
(“full”). Therefore it takes –x as a marker to the unmarked word in plural “terorea”.
So this is how we construct dependency:
Verb dependency
Noun dependency
Adjective dependency

Word in singular
-en
-ex

Word in dual/plural
-n
-x

Let’s see some examples, using the same word so that you can see how it’s done:
Verb dependent
manukin (woman)
heyelle (imagination)
skiler (dog)
zanzek (mosquito)
szeenze (science)
prozessy (process)
derebil (tree)
vileivea (consequences)
dokseo (two opinions)
wodzina (bosses(f))

Noun dependent

Adjective dependent

manukinen (of the woman)
heyelleen (of the imagination)
skileren (of the dog)
zanzeken (of the mosquito)
szeenzeen (of the science)
prozessyen (of the processes)
derebilen (of the tree)
vileivean (of the consequences)
dokseon (of the two opinions)
wodzinan (of the bosses)

manukinex (of the woman)
heyelleex (of the imagination)
skilerex (of the dog)
zanzekex (of the mosquito)
szeenzeex (of the science)
prozessyex (of the processes)
derebilex (of the tree)
vileiveax (of the consequences)
dokseox (of the two opinions)
wodzinax (of the bosses)

However, as with number, concrete 1 words (“-u” words) just drop the –u and add the
appropriate morphemes:

Verb dependent
hibaru (ink)
stûlu (chair)
kotzo (the two cars)
pexa (peaches)
lemonu (limón)

Noun dependent
hibaren (of the ink)
stûlen (of the chair)
kotzon (of the two cars)
pexan (of the peaches)
lemonen (of the lemon)

Adjective dependent
hibarex (of the ink)
stûlex (of the chair)
kotzox (of the two cars)
pexax (of the peaches)
lemonex (of the lemon)

Noun dependent words have an additional possible suffix, which is the same one as the one
we have seen, just changing the –n for a –w. The meaning of the –w ending is that it
establishes a relation of ownership, see the difference between:
Tees s al’ŝêrike to’manukeren – this is the company of that man (he works there, relationship).
Tees s al’ŝêrike to’manukerew – this is the company of that man (owned by him).
-W dependency (ownership) is used when:
Something is owned (has been bought).
Parts of the body which are not splittable (for instance, our arm, but not our nails).
Family members on which we have responsibility (for instance, son and daughter).

2.3.4 Pronouns
Pronouns are words that substitute nouns. The most common ones are personal pronouns, for
instance:
Al’manuker kommet izol – The man came yesterday
Er kommet izol – He came yesterday
As we have seen, the personal pronoun er has substituted the word al’manuker.
There are lots of pronouns in Rodinian, the most common ones being:







Personal pronouns
Posessive pronouns
Relative and interrogative pronouns
Adjective pronouns
Demonstrative pronouns
Correlatives (in their pronoun form)

You will study them later. However, all pronouns in Rodinian share common characteristics
which are worth mentioning beforehand:

They form the plural and the gender differently than nouns. In nouns, the order is
gender + number, whereas in pronouns it is number + gender:
pronoun (root) + number (esing/odual/aplur) + gender (rmasc/nfem/kneut/zconc/sabst).
The only pronouns not following this rule strictly are personal pronouns, which you
will study in the next chapter. They do not form the number using this rule and they
introduce further elements.
As you can see, there is no distinction between concrete 1 and 2 (“z” for all of them) or
abstract 1 and 2 (“s” for all of them).
They accept prepositions attached after them. Actually, prepositions are never placed
before a pronoun, but attached to them afterwards:

2.3.5 Proper nouns
Proper nouns in Rodinian are unmarked and accept generally speaking no suffixes, although
they can take two interfixes: -iy- (meaning language) and –sk- (meaning nationality), with their
appropriate noun suffixes.
For instance, the word Nihon means “Japan”. Nihoniye means “Japanese language”, and
Nihonski is “Japanese” (as in nationality).
However, words ending in –a drop this letter when adding both interfixes. Words ending in –ia
drop both letters. For instance, from the word Italia, we get Italiye (Italian language) and
italiski (Italian national).
All proper nouns, as we have said, accept generally speaking no suffixes (except for the ones
we have seen above). We can add to them, however, more information, but not with suffixes.
It will be done through a noun supporter.
The so called noun supporter, known in Rodinian grammar as apposition, is a particle which is
placed in front of the proper noun and can take any article or suffix that we like. This particle is
formed by the letter “ŝ”, with any articles or suffixes attached to it separated by an
apostrophe. See the following examples:
Er s al’yoer ŝ’ew Adidas – He is the owner of Adidas – See how Adidas here is a noun
dependent word and cannot add the –ew suffix, therefore it is added to the noun supporter
particle.
Al’ŝ’era Barça dukit ca – The ones from Barça could do it – In this case, we might be referring
to Barça players. See how in Spanish we would say, for instance, los del Barça lo hicieron. Here
we are adding the definite article (al-) and the noun ending for masculine and plural.
Vliegleku ŝ’en Moskva – A Moscow airport / an airport from Moscow – in this case, Moskva is
noun dependent of the noun vliegleku.

2.3.6 Definitiness and articles
Definitiness is a feature in grammar indicating that a reality is previously known or can be
identified by context. It is generally introduced by articles:
“The man came yesterday” (known, definite)
“A man came yesterday” (not known, indefinite)
Sometimes, definitiness is not introduced by an article:
“Some men came yesterday” (determiner)
“Men are less numerous than women” (no antecedent).
The first one is indefinite, as those “men” are not known. The second one can be considered as
definite, as it is generally speaking about all men (see how no article is used).
Some languages might have discrepancies when identifying definite or indefinite nouns, as:
Bees live for several weeks / las abejas viven durante muchas semanas.
I was at school / estaba en la escuela.
See how Spanish is more prone to the use of articles than English, for instance. It does not
necessarily mean that the English articles are considered indefinite (remember, not known or
identifiable by the speaker). The problem here is that grammar is not consistent with reality, as
found in other grammar aspects like prepositions or gender (seen in this book too).
Before continuing, let’s point out that many languages do not even have articles, like Russian:
“A man came yesterday” / Вчера пришел человек
So definitiness occurs when the speaker knows or identifies the reality/item. In one same
sentence, identifying a noun as definite or indefinite gives different meanings:
Mir veez zu al’plaju u proxaini al’natze – “I will go to the beach next summer”
Mir veez zu plaju u proxaini al’natze – “I will go to the/a beach next summer”
Both sentences might actually be translated with the article “the” in English. In fact, it would
be more common, which proves that defintiness is not consistent and well established in
grammar.
In the first sentence, the marked word in Rodinian is definite. The speaker knows exactly what
beach he is talking about (maybe it has appeared before in the sentence, maybe they go there
regularly… that must be known by context). However, in the second sentence the “beach” is
not known. For instance, it might be the case that he is going on holidays to a new place in the
coast, but he does not know exactly to which beach he is going.

So we have explained how definitiness is well established in Rodinian, but how?
Indefinite nouns are unmarked, so they take no complements:
Vûes din sereju? – Do you want a cherry?
This is consistent with some demonstratives (or correlatives, Hk Sect 2.12), which make the
noun indefinite anyway:
Viel veleieka veleis viŝ 40 xehea u on hafte / Many workers work more than 40 hours a week.
Definite nouns are marked through articles, which are established with orbitals: Orbitals in
Rodinian are morphemes that are attached to a word by an apostrophe (Hk Sect 2.1.13). The
definite articles are:
i’
al’
e’
d’

general truths
definite article
definite article (II)
partitive article

The article “ i’ “ is used when speaking about general truths, speaking about something in
general:
I’vauveka plwrs vielo – Babies cry a lot.
Definite article “al’” is pretty much equivalent to the English “the”:
Al’ikuzer fiket dereng – The teacher arrived late.
Definite article (II) is equivalent to the one seen above, but only used after possessives:
Minen e’ikuzer fiket dereng – My teacher arrived late.
See how almost every construction with a possessive becomes definite. Many languages, as
Italian, include the article with the possessive, whereas many others omit it:
Il mio fratello – My brother – not *the my brother.
Rodinian needs to mark its definitiness, so it’s done by adding the article “ e’ “:
Miren e’beier – my brother.
Having said this, some constructions with possessives might be indefinite:
Minen e’problemea vateins mina – My problems torment me.
No article used here, because problems, although might be taken as known, might have been
so many that the subject is not able to remember all of them. She knows she has problems,
but she is unable to identify all of them.
The last one, the partitive article (d’), indicates that we are taking only a portion of the whole:

Vûes vi d’gatou? – Would you like some cake?
In opposition to:
Vûes vi gatou? – Would you like a cake? (whole).
There is, however, another article. Article (o’) introduces realities which are imaginary:
O’gite weqen al’vladeka besês grwyci – A (hypothetic) agreement between politicians would
be marvelous.

Definitiness and demonstratives
Demonstratives, as English “this” or “that”, make a word definite by definition (even if the
word never takes an article: *I like the this cat).
Determiner demonstratives (as in English “this car”) are attached to the word as well with an
apostrophe, and they substitute the definite article:
Al’kotzu s ruji – The car is red.
Te’kotzu s ruji – This car is red.
Demonstratives will be fully explained in HK Sect 2.11.
Before coming to an end in this matter, let’s point out that defineteness is applicable when the
reality is fully known and identifiable. Sentences like:
“I go to the mountain every week”
“Jonathan does not come every year”.
In this case, the words “week” and “year” are not identifiable, as we are talking about a limited
period of time. If we asked: “which week?” or “which year?”, the speaker would probably be
unable to identify the nature of every single week or year described. It would be different in
the sentence:
“What have you done during the week?” – Being definite in this case because that week can be
singled out easily.
A similar case can be found here:
I’daikeka ves zu maju iljig – Children go to bed early.
The first noun is a general truth (all children go to bed early) in this case, whereas the second is
indefinite. See how Spanish would actually make it definite:
Los niños se van pronto a la cama.

However, Rodinian would actually allow both in similar sentences. The usual one would be
indefinite, where we are not specifying to which bed (maju) they are going, it is just the fact
that they are going to bed. The definite version (al’maju) could be found in questions like:
- Veesed zu al’maju iljig! – Go to bed early!
In this case, English seems to treat it as an indefinite noun. Rodinian, however, specifies in this
case that the person being referred to (maybe a child) is told to go to a specific bed, probably
his or her own.
Definite/Indefinite
As seen in this chapter, a good mechanism in order to choose whether a word is
definite/indefinite in a certain context is asking: “what”? or “which”?

2.3.7 Special word endings
Some nouns do not follow the morphemes described above:




magnitudes: such as meters, end in –ên: gradên (grades), metrên (metre)
ellements: such as natorun (sodium) or litiun (lithium), ending in –un.
days of the week or months, not have any endings: juli (july)

2.4 Personal pronouns and possessives
Pronouns are words that substitute a noun or a noun phrase. Personal pronouns are
associated with grammatical person. Most of the time, personal pronouns in many languages
distinguish person and number:
st

1 singular
2nd singular
3rd singular
1st plural
2nd plural
3rd plural

English
I
You
He/She/It
We
You
They

Chinese
我 (wo)
你 (ni)
他/她/它 (ta)
我們/咱們 (wǒmen/zánmen)
你們 (nǐmen)
他們/她們/它們 (tāmen)

Hindi
म (main)
आप (aap)
वह (vah)
हम (ham)
आप (aap)
वे (ve)

All these pronouns are subject pronouns. Many languages (although not all of them, for
instance Chinese does not) have different pronouns for different cases, so they have different
forms according to their syntactic function. For example, they can use different pronouns for
subject and oblique (as English does) or for subject, direct object and indirect object (as in
German):
English oblique
1st singular
2nd singular
3rd singular
1st plural
2nd plural
3rd plural

Me
You
Him/Her/It
Us
You
They

German Direct
(accusative)
Mich
Dich
Ihn/Sie/Es
Uns
Euch
Sie

German indirect
(dative)
Mir
Dir
Ihm/Ihr/Ihm
Uns
Euch
Ihnen

See the following examples, where these pronouns are used in sentences:
- Have you seen him?
- Hast du ihn gesehen?
In some languages, the can be omitted if the verb reflects person as well:
- Le has visto (tú)? – “have (you) seen him?”

2.4.1 Personal pronouns
So how do we do it in Rodinian? First of all, here you will find some of the characteristics of
rodinian personal pronouns:

They distinguish five grammatical persons (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th). First three are same as
in English (I, you, he). 4th person is the equivalent to the English “one”, German man,
as in “one knows when that happens”. 5th p erson is the subject normally used for
meteorological events or similar, where other languages use a dummy pronoun (as
English uses “it”) or no subject at all:
it is raining (EN)/está lloviendo(SP)
They have singular, dual and plural forms.
In 1st person of dual and plural, they have inclusive and exclusive forms. Inclusive
forms include the listener to the action being described, whereas exclusive forms do
not.

Dual

Exclusivity: listener is not
included by the speaker.

Inclusivity: listener is included by the
speaker.

Plural

They have demonstrative and referential forms, although referential forms only
appear in the 3rd person. A demonstrative form is used when the person or object we
are speaking about is not there in the same place and at the same time:
- “Is he coming with us?” (the person we are speaking about is there)
- “no he isn’t. But do you remember James? He will”. (First he is demonstrative – he is
there -, but the second one is not, so it is referential).
They do not take different forms depending on the case. However, they accept
prepositions attached to them (See HK 2.7.3), so effectively they are different
according to their syntactical function in the sentence.
However, they do NOT have or distinguish any form of formality or respect. Some languages
distinguish between an informal version of the pronoun (especially in 2nd person) and a
higher/more respectful/more formal/honorific one. German distinguishes between du/Sie,
Spanish tú/usted, French tu/vous (See HK Sect 2.18).
Personal pronouns in Rodinian follow the same structure:
Person/number + Demonstrative/Referential + Gender (+Preposition)

And every element is as follows:
1-Person

2-Demonstrative/Referential

3- Gender

1st sing - m
2nd sing -d
3rd sing 1st dual – n (inclusive)/y

r (masculine)

(exclusive)
2nd dual - j

i (demonstrative) / e

n (feminine)

3rd dual - l

(referential)

k (neuter)*

1st plural – w (inclusive)/g

z (concrete)

(exclusive)
2nd plural - v

s (abstract)

3rd plural - s
4th - h
5th –ŝ
*Neuter “k” may be and is omitted in all pronouns except for 3rd person singular, as they would be
formed by just one letter and personal pronouns must be at least 2 letters long.

So let’s do some examples and see how easy it is to form personal pronouns. Just follow this
table. Ready?
- 2nd person, plural, feminine: vin (“you”)
- 1st person, singular, masculine: mir (“I”)
-2nd person, dual, neutral: ji (“you two”). Remember neutral “k” is omitted in this case.
-2nd person, singular, feminine: din (“you”).
-3rd person, plural, feminine, referential: sen (“they”).
-3rd person, plural, masculine, demonstrative: sir (“they”).
-1st person, plural, neutral: wi (“we”).
-3rd person, singular, masculine, referential: er (“he”)
-3rd person, singular, feminine, demonstrative: ik (“it”). It takes the “k” because 3rd person
singular is the only one taking it.
- 4th person: hi (“one”)
- 5th person: ŝe (“it”)

2.4.2 Personal pronouns and prepositions
So that is pretty much clear now. However, we have said pronouns can take prepositions, and
their final form depends on their syntactical function. We are not going to discuss prepositions
here, for that please see HK Sect 2.7. But just for the purpose of this section, remember these
basic prepositions:
- a: introduces the accusative case, a direct object:
-e: introduces the dative case, an indirect object:
-em: introduces a company complement, similar to “with”.
So all have we have seen until now are pronouns in their subject form, nominative case:
- Gir imzet al’uitsengdoku (“we signed the declaration”).
- En vûet s’kommy zu al’feste (“she wanted to come to the party”)
- Nin kommez besok (“we will come tomorrow”)
As you might have noticed and we have discussed previously in other sections, rodinian
pronouns (and other words) give much more information than other languages. Take for
instance the word sen in Rodinian and its equivalent in English “they”. In Rodinian we know
that’s 3rd person, plural, referential and feminine. In English, only that it is 3rd person plural.
Back to prepositions and pronouns. We have seen in depth pronouns in their nominative form.
We have seen as well that the preposition for accusative in Rodinian is a. So to take the
accusative form, or direct object, just add that preposition to the end of the word:
Er viset dira izol (“He saw you yesterday”)
Take the word dir (“you”) and just add –a to get the direct object pronoun. Simple as that:
Al’ikuzin vazolet wira (“the teacher(f) accused us”).
See how English equivalent word for wir (subject) is “we”, but for direct object is “us” and in
Rodinian is wira. See now some examples for the indirect object (dative):
Maher datzet eza mine (“a man gave it to me”).
Here we have both cases: one pronoun in accusative (eza – “it”) and one in dative (mine – “to
me”). All we have done for the last one is add –e, preposition for the indirect object. Another
example:
Al’wodzin ikeiet al’veleie ine (“the boss(f) assigned the job to her”)
Remember! This is not strictly grammatical declension, we are not declining here. We are just
adding the preposition to the pronoun. See how English does it all the time, as ine in English
becomes “to her” or mine “to me”. However, English does it before the pronoun, Rodinian
does it after and attached.
Take now Rodinian em (seen before), pretty much equivalent to “with”, and see:

Kommkiez din mirem? (“Will you be able to come with me?”)
All we have done is taking the personal pronoun mir and add the preposition em. See how, for
instance, Spanish does something similar in this case only:
Podrás venir conmigo?, But not *con mi.
So pronouns can take prepositions attached after them according to their syntactic function.
Some of the prepositions are slightly shortened when being attached, but for that please See
HK Sect 2.7.
Take now preposition ki (cause, because) and see another example:
Min duet esa dirki (“I did it because of you”).
Where we can find as well personal pronoun min in nominative (subject) form and pronoun
esa in accusative (direct object) form.

2.4.3 Possessives
Possessives in Rodinian are extremely easy to form. Basically they follow the following
structure:
Personal pronoun + en/ew
It is in fact the same construction that we find in personal pronouns + prepositions. However,
this time we change the preposition for the dependency ending (-en/-ew) (see 2.3.3). So the
first bit of the possessive is the personal pronoun itself. Let’s take the word kitaabu (“book”).
If it was my book (let’s take a masculine form), then the first bit would be mir, same as “I”.
The second part of the possessive depends on whether I own the book (noun dependency) or I
have a relationship with the book other than ownership. In this case, if the book is mine but I
do not own it (have not paid for it), it is because I am the author, so we have:
Miren e’kitaabu (I am the author)
Mirew e’kitaabu (I am the owner).
What if it not was my book, but her book?
Enen e’kitaabu (her book, she is the author)
Enew e’kitaabu (her book, she is the owner).
But possessives can be used as well as pronouns (see 2.3.4). All you need to do is take their
determinant form, and add the appropriate pronoun marker as seen before:
Toez s mirew e’wanju (that is my toy)  toez s mirewez.

See how the pronoun ending “-ez” substitutes wanju, giving number information (“e”) and
gender information (“z”). The rest of the word is constructed as seen before.

2.4.4 Reflexive and reciprocal pronouns
Take the sentence in English: “I am seeing myself”. This is a reflexive construction because the
subject and the direct object are the same person. Reflexive pronouns take the suffix –ya in
Rodinian after the personal pronoun:
Mir visas mirya
This construction does not need the introduction of any other preposition, as the pronoun
mirya is accusative (direct object) itself. Another example:
Er askas erya – he is shaving himself.
Reciprocal constructions, however, are those in which the subject does and receives the action
expressed by the verb, but he does not do it himself/herself, as in the sentence “They hit each
other”. In this case, the reciprocal suffix is –ev:
Ler isket lerev – They hit each other.
Or another example:
Wi bants wiev – We help each other.

2.5 Verbs
As we have described previously, rodinian is a highly agglutinative language, being verbs
possibly the perfect example. Verbs in Rodinian take the root of the word and add different
morphemes before and after the root in order to give the full meaning to the verb.
Although it might rarely happen in day-to-day language, words like this are possible:
En ikwyfzeveleiewbiat - I have been told, although I doubt it, that she might be allowed to
continue working.
Where you can actually find a root “velei”, and up to 7 different morphemes.
One essential characteristic of rodinian verbs is that there are no complex, compound or
perfect forms. All verbs in Rodinian, whatever the time, aspect, mood or voice, are made of
just one word. See the following examples:
Rodinian
Min manjas fatuure

English
I am eating breakfast

Vindy spravêrt vitem

The selling was managed
rapidly
He has done it in the past

Er duet esa u statzeite.

Others
je suis en train de prendre
mon petit-déjeuner (Fr)
der Verkauf wurde schnell
verwaltet (Ge)
han har gjort det i det
förflutna (Sw)

That obviously adds simplicity to the grammar. Verb morphemes might sound complex at the
beginning, but they add some much information than other languages and they are more
simple when you master them.
Before we start thoroughly, let’s state some characteristics of rodinian verbs:
All rodinian verbs end in either –t,-s,-z, -ed or –eŝ.
As we mentioned, they are are formed by just one word. However this word might be
splitted in two, as in English phrasal verbs.
They are formed by the root and up to 11 morphemes! 4 prefixes and 7 suffixes.
2.5.1 Prefixes
Verb prefixes are those happening before the root. They introduce:





Evidentiality: what kind of evidence exists about what we are saying.
Action: describes how the action is being performed around time.
Mood: refers to grammatical mood, as conditional or indicative.
Doubt: does the narrator think that is true?

Let’s see all these prefixes. We will start with a table with all the forms and then some
explanations. Let’s start with evidentiality:
Evidentiality

(1) ek- direct
(2) ik – reported
(3) akdeductive
evidence
(4) ukconjecture
(5) ok- opinion

(1) Al’fanu ekzeicas hin (“rice is burning”) – I felt it
(2) En ikkommet nizkiot (“she came from there”) – I have been told
(3) Al’asister akzaiet nizki, beizu hyhet ca(“The assistant must have
been there when that happened”). I deduct it from what I know.
(4) Er ukset zuen g’morti – (“I think he was already dead”) – I think
that
(5) Al’warin okset gou rudoyi (“The journalist was pretty rude”) – I
think that, it is my opinion.

So Evidentiality comes with 5 prefixes, which are not compulsory. A sentence with no
evidentiality prefix is considered informative, and adding one of these prefixes is considered to
be emphasizing.
Let’s see action:
Action

(1) ŝi – to start
(2) vei – to go to
(3) no – be about to
(4) kei – burst into
(5) zu – be used do
(6) wyf – continue
(7) da – stop/quit
(8) wan – finish
(9) ja – do again,
return to
(10) cei – all of the
sudden
(11) se - just

(1). Mir ŝizendez al’zawajemgena besok – Tomorrow I will start sending the
wedding invitations.
(2) Leo veimanjos min em minen e’awiceko – Today I am going to eat with my
grandparents
(3) Al’nazeery v’noŝies – The match is about to begin.
(4) En keiplwret – she burst into tears
(5) Minen e’vauver zusovs on leile – My baby is used to sleeping every night.
(6) Wyfyebyegas! – continue running!
(7) Elisie dakuret u letzti al’mese – Elisa stopped smoking last month.
(8) Wien e’vryendin wanveleiet u 7 – Our friend finished working at 7.
(9) U hou al’ilaajy, jawarzixez er– After the recovery, he will do some exercise
again.
(10) Ŝe ceireinet – all of the sudden, it started raining.
(11) – Min sedues ci – I have just done it.

Verb action is always relative to the verb and its tense. As you will notice when you see all
morphemes, these are the most irregular prefixes you will see. Most of them show a certain
pattern so they can be easily identified.
Let’s see now another one, one of the most important and worldwide used: mood. It allows
the speaker to express their attitude towards what is happening.
Mood is well known in many languages. English distinguishes 3 moods: Indicative, Conditional
and Imperative. Spanish and German add one more: Subjunctive. Classic Arabic would add
jussive mood. Rodinian has up to 7 moods:
Mood

(1) Ø - Indicative: real situations
(2) we- unreal: unreal situations
(3) be- conditional: used in
conditional sentences.

(1) – Wi ves zu al’vidyarleku on dage – We go to school every
day.
(2) – Yesli din weŝtis… - if you knew…

(4) te- cohortative: option, let’s
do something
(5) qe- optative: wishing, if only

(3) – Mir bedus ollas dinki – I would do everything for you.
(4) – wi v’tevees zu al’plaju! – Let’s go to the beach!
(5) – mir qeqûcis dinŝ – If only I could sing like you.

Doubt expresses that the speaker is doubting about what is being reported. The interfix “-ze-“
might be used to expressed that we are doubting something that has been reported
Doubt

(1) – ze- reported speech doubt
(2) – ye – direct speech doubt

(1) – Er ikzeveleis uw Lufthansa – we works for Lufthansa I have
been told - (although I doubt it).
(2) – Din neyeimas veŝea icin s’duy – (I doubt that) you don’t
have things to do.

2.5.2 Suffixes (I) and modality
Rodinian has got 7 suffixes, or strictly speaking, 6 possible infixes and 1 suffix. All infixes are
optional, whereas prefix number 5 is mandatory.
The first infix introduces probability. When the speaker wants to introduce an element of
probability to its verb, then it uses Interfix 1 as follows:
Probability (1) – uw - High probability

(2) – ew – medium probability
(3) – ow – low probability

(1) Ni kommuwez besok – it’s pretty much sure we’ll come
tomorrow
(2) Ŝe reinewoz besok – it might rain tomorrow
(3) Mir veowez zu al’uroke besok – I probably won’t go to
class tomorrow

As we have seen, probability in other languages can be introduced in various ways. One of
them is actually the modal verb “might” in English, or “may”.
The next interfix introduces fully modality. It is actually the modality section, which is actually
splitted in A and B (we will see why later).
Modality in Rodinian introduces basically how permission, ability and capability affect the
action induced by the verb. Modal verbs in English like “can”, “must”, “should” or “shall” play
this role. In Spanish, for instance, verbs like “deber”, “poder” or “haber de” have a similar
function.
Let’s see the table first:

Modality
(A)

(1) -hi: “to have to/must”, but
decided by oneself.
(2) –ni: “to have to/must”,
decided or imposed by someone
else.
(3) –ti: “to have to/must”,
imposed by law or regulation
(4) -si: “should”, own decision
(5) –zi: “should”, other’s
decision
(6) –li: “should/’d better”, when
it’s the best option and one
accepts it.

(1) – min vidyarhios, yesli al’watuke vûs min s’vûmely – I have
to study if I want to pass the exam
(2) – mir katznios miren e’sovengu vobei – I have to tidy up
my room (imposed by somebody else)
(3) he ehtis o gehios 120k/ŝ i dalnitzu – one has to drive at a
maximum of 120kph on the motorway
(4) min v’vesies zu maju – I should go to bed now
(5) min v’vezies zu maju – I should go to bed now (somebody
else told me)
(6) Elie dulis enen e’veleie uyt – Elie’d better leave her job

Modality
(B)

(1) – ki: “be allowed/have the
option”, to have the possibility
of doing something
(2) –ci: “can”: have the abiltity
to do something
(3) – bi: “can/be allowed”: have
the permission to do something
(4) –gi: “have the right to”.

(1) Er druhkies dina zu al’ilaajleku – He can go with you to the
hospital
(2) Najcis din? – Can you swim?
(3) Minen vryendin vebios uyt u te’leile – My friend can go out
tonight
(4) Ollak zoungis hazratem – Everyone has the right to live
with dignity.

Now, why A and B? In some languages, modality can rarely be expressed twice in a sentence.
In other words, we cannot put various modal verbs together:
*I should can swim – but instead we use “I should be able to swim”.
English is the perfect example. Some languages follow this, while others, like Spanish, allow
more than one modal verb to coexist:
Debería poder nadar.
Rodinian allows these modal particles to coexist even in the same root. This is why we have A
and B. Particles from A can be united to particles from B to change the meaning. When doing
this, they are added in their usual place within the verb structure, separated by “-zte-“. Find
examples below:
W’sim 2 irinsiztecis ir – Being 2, he should be able to walk.
Din kommliztebies besok – You’ d better be allowed to come tomorrow.
Ki te’veleie veetniztecis di Excel– For this job, you must be able to use Excel.
Causality marks that the subject (A) causes an action to the direct object (B). It is marked with
the interfix “-sai-“:
Causality -sai-

Jordan fallsaiet mina – Jordan made me fall.

Notice how “causality” would normally be marked in other languages using an auxiliary verb,
like “to make” in the given example, or “hacer” in Spanish (Jordan me hizo caer).

Let’s now move to one of the most exciting parts of the verb structure: aspect. Aspect
expresses how an action spreads over time, as in:

Present simple

English

Italian

Chinese

I go to school

Vado a scuola

我去學校

I am going to school

Sto andando a scuola

我要去學校了

(habitual)
Present continuous
(momentane-ongoing)

In these examples, the first line is a habitual action (I go to school every day), whereas the
second going is ongoing, it is happening at the moment. It is one of many distinctions that can
be found in different grammars. Notice that it is done in different ways as well. Many verbs
found in Europe use different (usually complex) structures. English uses in this case the verb to
be + verb in gerund/continuous. Italian or Spanish (estoy yendo a la escuela) do the same.
Chinese, however, uses suffixes (“-le”).
Aspect can be one of the most difficult verb features to master. English learners might agree
with this when trying to learn present continuous/present perfect/present simple, in every
single tense and voice. Rodinian uses only interfixes, as seen in the following table:
Aspect (1) – habitual: Ø: something that happens

normally, routinely or general truths.
(2) – perfect: -e: describes actions, which usually
have a very limited time span.*
(3) – continuous: -a: describes ongoing events or
actions with a lifespan of a few minutes/hours.
(4) – durative: -o: describes actions or situations
that went on for a limited time. Its length is
longer than the continuous aspect but is not
habitual.
(5) – experiential: -y: very close to the perfect
aspect, describes events in the past that have an
effect in the future.

(1) – Len nedrinks – They two don’t drink alcohol
(2) – Mir pinet vairu je oen – I drank a glass of
water.
(3) – In pinas ou ot al’neffuren – She is drinking
water from the fountain.
(4) – U durea to’haftwane drinkot se – They
drank alcohol during that weekend.
(5) – Janei aramas. Er drinkys – John is having
some rest. He has been drinking.

*Verbs of movement are normally expressed in the perfect aspect, even if the action conceptually is
longer. Examples as: besok veez min zu vidyarleku (“tomorrow I am going to school”). The action might
take 30 min, but what we are expressing here is the departure (or the arrival, or movement with other
verbs) which has a very limited lifespan.

We will insist in aspect because it is just extremely important. In the next graphic you will see
an example of how different aspects interact with each other:

Do not try to translate from other languages systematically into an aspect that you might find
similar or equivalent. Translation must be done from the concept and not from another
grammar. For instance, English sentence “I am on holidays in Rome” is constructed in present
simple (habitual), whereas in Rodinian it would be a durative action (temporary), so it would
be translated as min zaios w isime i Roma.
Some languages might not even have the grammar capability to distinguish between some of
these aspects. English does not.
Special attention should be given as well to the use of these aspects in other languages.
Remember! Rodinian chooses aspect according mainly to the action length and nature,
whereas other languages take into account interaction with other verbs. A good example of
this is the continuous aspect, used in other languages mainly only when interacting to other
verbs. Let’s see an example:
I was studying when John called
Mir vidyarat, beizu wetanget John
That is a good example of continuous aspect in English, resolved in a very similar way in
Rodinian. We have a longish action (“to study”), interrupted by another action which lasts only
a few seconds.
But let’s take now this other sentence:
I studied a lot yesterday
Mir vidyarat vielo izol
In English, we would normally use the past simple, because it is a completed action. In
Rodinian, however, we use the continuous aspect instead, because it was an action going on
for a significant length of time during that day. English considers the continous aspect to be un
uncomplete action, whereas Rodinian does not.

In Rodinian, verb actions are always believed to be completed in time (past), and they are only
incomplete when there is another sentence suggesting so. The best example of this is the first
example we have seen, where an ongoing action (vidyarat) was interrumpted (and therefore
not complete) by something calling.
So remember, when translating or trying to write Rodinian, consider always the length of the
action first when choosing the correct aspect.

2.5.3 Suffixes, (II) Voice and tense
Voice focuses its importance in who or what is the agent of the action expressed by the verb.
Languages like English, Spanish or German have typically two voices: active (subject is the
agent) and passive (the subject is affected by the action).
My father sells houses (active)
Houses are sold (by my father) (passive)
Many languages have more simple constructions for active voices and more complex ones for
passive. English uses the verb to be + verb in participle form. Other languages, like Swedish,
are much more simple, adding just an “-s” to the verb:
Öppnas här! (to be opened here)
Rodinian is extremely simple as well, even if it uses three voices: active, middle and passive.
The active voice is used:
A verb is formed in the middle voice when:
There’s a change of state of the subject:
ou futtêns o 100 gradên /el agua hierve a 100 grados /water boils at 100 degrees
Min ilaajent iljig / me curé pronto / I healed early
It describes non controllable emotions.
Mir roŝent ki seren e’reaqe / Me cabreé por su reacción / I got angry with their
reaction.
It expresses non voluntarily actions with animated subjects:
Er iskent eren e’vryender / golpeó a su amigo / he hit his friend (not voluntarily)
With non animated subjects, it expresses that the author of the action is unknown or
there is no apparent author.
Al’lampu dabilent yn / la lámpara se encendió / the lamp switched on
A verb is formed in the passive voice when the subject of the sentence receives the action of
the verb, as in: al’baytu vindert – the house was sold.
The last morpheme of the verb is always tense. Tense comes in three different suffixes:
“t”: for past tense

“s”: for present tense
“z”: for future tense
As in the following sentences:
Mir neveleiat izol – I did not work yesterday
Mir veleias nezku – I am working now
Mir veleiaz besok – I am working tomorrow
Tense refers to REAL tense, and this is very important to understand. Even if might seem
evident, many languages do not follow this rule:
Mir nedokees, k min vûez s’vey nozki besok – I don’t think I will want to go there tomorrow –
No creo que quiera ir allí mañana.
So in this sentence, the action is happening in the future (tomorrow). English expresses it in
the future tense as well, whereas Spanish uses the present subjunctive (“quiera”), and not the
future (“*querrá”).
Min hintes uyt, k er veez besok af – I suggest that he leaves tomorrow – Sugiero que se vaya
mañana.
But in this one, English uses present as well when the action is taking place in the future. It
happens as well in many sentences in the past:
Er veyt zu Frans ê pyataŝ – He has been to France five times.
English uses the present perfect, which actually refers to actions done in the past. As we are
talking about past, Rodinian uses past tense with the experiential aspect, meaning that we are
actually introducing experiences lived by the subject. Let’s see another one:
Marta instet, k enen e’benin v’ŝepassot u bokere uw ilaajleku - Marta insisted that her
daughter should spend/would spend/was going to spend the morning in hospital – Marta
insistió en que su hija pasara la mañana en el hospital.
In this sentence, Rodinian uses past tense all the time (we will speak about the “v’” later).
English has different formulae for this, and Spanish uses the subjunctive.
What is really important to understand is that, if the action is in the past, WHATEVER other
languages do, Rodinian tense is in the past. Tense is used to place actions in time, and future
actions require future tense, same as past actions require past tense.
The border between present and past/future might be very subtile. Theorically, past might be
the second before now… Or not. Where is past? Rodinian offers freedom to the speakers to
elect where they want to place past and future (in respect of present time), but we
recommend that today is referred to as present. Everything before is past, everything coming
up is future.

Tense conflicts in grammar do not come from placing one action in one of these bars. They
come from placing two or more of them, which relate to each other. When I say:
“Ali went to Dubai. He had not been there before”
We immediately recognize how both actions happen in the past, but both verbs do not take
the same verbal tense in English. One of them (“went”) is in past simple, whereas the other
one is in past perfect. Why? Simply because one action happens before the other, and there is
a need to mark that in the sentence.
Same thing applies (somehow) when we are in the past but speaking about a future action.
Take the sentence:
“Lee told me to go to pick her mother up”
And in Spanish:
Lee me dijo que fuera a recoger a su madre.
As we can see here, both verbs (actions) happen in the past (see the contrast in Spanish with
“dijo que vaya a recoger a su madre”, which would be placed in the future). The main one is in
the past tense. The second one (which happens after the other), however, is resolved in
English as an infinitive and in Spanish with a past subjunctive. We have seen before how
English often uses alternative forms (and not conjugated verbs) in order to construct this kind
of sentences, whereas Spanish (and other languages) uses the subjunctive.
Anyway, we have seen (a bit) how different languages react when they have two different
actions happening at similar times.
In order to continue with this we have to introduce the concept of verb orbitals, which you
have seen already in nouns for instance. Orbitals are letters attached in front of a word with an
apostrophe. Rodinian verb orbitals are used to indicate whether a given action happens before
or after another action. When taking place in the same sentence, the main verb is unmarked,
whether the other one takes an orbital. See the sentences we have seen before, translated:
Ali veet zu Dubei. Er x’neveet nozki u voq.
and:
Lee dizet mire, k mir v’weveet l’uitnimmy eren e’ibinen.
So in Rodinian we have no problem in identifying tense, as both actions are in the past. They
even share the same aspect. However, the second verb takes an orbital, which indicates
whether the second action is happening before the main verb (“x’”) or after (“v’”).

So we have:
x’: happening before the main verb.
v’: happening after the main verb.
Let’s see how this problem arises as well in the future. In English and Spanish we have:
My cousin will have finished his degree when I am 23.
Mi primo habrá acabado la carrera cuando yo tenga 23.
So a bit more difficult here. Both actions happen in the future, but no future simple is used.
Instead we have a future perfect and a verb in present (Spanish using the subjunctive). The
first (main) action is in this case the second on “when I am 23”. The second verb is conjugated
in future perfect, indicating that the action happens before the other one.
Let’s see how Rodinian does it (can you try before you read it?):
Minen e’vetter x’wanez eren e’laure, beizu sêz min 23.
Take both verbs “wanez” and “sêz”, see how both are in the future tense (and in a simple
form, as always in Rodinian). See now how the main one is unmarked, whereas the other one
(happening before) is marked with “x’”.
Orbitals are very useful as well in the present tense. We have recommended to keep the
present tense when speaking about actions happening today, so they are used to indicate
when an action is happening:
Beizu wanes al’ceme, v’vees min zu al’wedanleku – When the program finishes, I will go/am
going to the council.
Min x’vees zu ilaajleku leo – I have been to hospital today.
In the first one we have the second verb depending on the first one and happening after it. The
second one does not even need another verb. It uses the orbital because it is happened before
now (see how English uses the present perfect).
Remember! Always use REAL tenses, real time. See the next sentence:
Beizu al’ceme wanez, v’veez min zu al’wedanleku – When the program finishes, I will go to the
council.
See how the sentence in English is the same as the one we had seen before. In Rodinian,
however, we see how these actions are actually happening in the future and not in the present
(today) as the one before.
Although many learners will be tempted to try and translate verbs directly to/from Rodinian,
it does not quite work. As we have seen, the use of tense/aspect can be very arbitrary in
many languages but it is not in Rodinian.

2.5.4 Dynamic vs static actions
As we have seen, verbs are always formed by just one word (a verb particle might be added
towards the end of the sentence, as we will see in the next chapter). An example of this:
Al’bombu nytert – The bomb was found.
We can see how the passive voice construction “was found” is expressed in Rodinian in just
one word: nytert. We have seen this before. Another example of this:
Min zounyt i Madrid – I have lived in Madrid.
Same thing, see how two words in English are equivalent to just one in Rodinian. So
constructions in Rodinian like: *Min ims g’zounti i Madrid, are completely wrong. They do not
have any sense.
However, there are times where the construction:
Verb to be (s’se) + participle
Might be correct, and it is the case of static actions. See the difference between the following
sentences:
Al’kitaabu proŝtas – The book is being read.
Al’kitaabu s g’proŝti – The book is read.
In the first one, we are describing an action, and we use the passive voice for it. However, in
the second one, we are describing that that book has already being read. There’s no action
there, it’s just the status of the book. We can see many simila constructions:
Al’umtzu s g’nirmanti – The house is built (finished)
Al’ŝeyera s g’ŝneidti – The hair is cut (I have been to the hairdraisser’s this morning).
These are not verb constructions, but just verb to be + adjective (participle in this case, see HK
Sect 2.10). Because they describe (semi)permanent situations, they can only be found in
habitual or durative aspects of the verb to be (s’se), and not in perfect or continuous aspects.
So constructions like:
*Al’ŝeyera sas g’ŝneidti
Are describing actions and not states, and therefore they are not correct (al’seyera ŝneidars
would be correct).
2.5.5 Verb particles
Verb particles are strongly related to phrasal verbs in English. Particles (not prepositions in
Rodinian, they are grammatically different) appear together with a verb to modify its meaning.

Let’s take a verb in Rodinian s’dauky, with root dauk, which means “take”. See how many
“other verbs” can be formed with that one:
Rodinian
in daukas hinekez
In daukas tûtta mit
In daukerz nizki xi
In daukas hilweeni kurtiku
wz
Daukkies era min hin?
Dauket er al’tovaara uyt?

English
She is taking something
She is collecting blackberries
She will be undertaken here
She is wearing a nice t-shirt

Spanish
Ella está llevando algo
Ella está recogiendo moras
Ella sera enterrada aquí
Ella lleva una bonita camiseta

Can I invite him to stay at
home?
Did he deliver the goods?

Puedo invitarle a que se
quede a casa?
Repartió la mercancía?

So we have taken a verb and have modified it with different particles. Every single particle
adds its own meaning, which helps (although sometimes not fully) to grasp the new meaning.
Let’s see this particles and their meaning:
hin

Inside

uyt

out/outside

yn

active/turned on/on

af

not active/switched
off/off

wz

Point/objective

ahter

Backwards

do

before

jaerk

onwards

op

up

xi

down

a…hin (inflate)
bufen…hin (participate)
fall…hin (penetrate)
mett…hin (introduce)
datz…uyt (publish)
eksser…uyt (extract
harek…uyt (emigrate)
dabil…yn (turn on)
dux…yn (incentivate)
wek…yn (install)
Fall…af (decay)
houd…af (put away)
kimm…af (go bankrupt)
sov…af (wake up)
dost…wz (syntonize)
niet…wz (squeeze)
vis…wz (contemplate)
zbliz…wz (zoom)
doic…ahter (give back)
katz…ahter (confiscate)
narik…ahter (drawback)
ve…ahter (go backwards)
diz…do (predict)
nunt…do (announce)
sov…do (fall asleep)
dauk…jaerk (postpone)
kopi…jaerk (imitate)
niew…jaerk (innovate)
ve…op (go up)
ikaz…op (pay attention)
ŝidrûg…op (upgrade)
vit…op (accelerate)
Inhin…xi (bend down)

mit

With/together

ab

Back and forth

vobei

around

lass…xi (park)
verav…xi (breakdown)
welem…xi (shoot down)
mett…mit (mix)
saugar…mit (obstruct)
dac…ab (syncronize)
gulung…ab (roll)
nimm…ab (connect)
vraag…ab (interview)
gotz…vobei (patrol)
vis…vobei (take a look)
wyz…vobei (show around)

Verb particles are separated from the main root for personal forms of the verb, and attached
to it for non-personal forms of the verb, which are the infinitive, participle and gerund (see HK
Sect 2.10):
Al’jenin deeŝet dymu ot hêzonen yn – The person breathed smoke from the fire.
Al’wekfazer weket al’mebelu hin – The operator assembled the furniture
As you can see, the verb particle is placed at the end of the sentence. However, it is placed
before any subordinated clauses:
Al’cirek eskepet ot al’woju uyt, dez zecent u letzti al’niane – The bird escaped from the forrest,
that was burned last year.
2.5.6 Dummy verbs
Dummy verbs are verbs that do not have a specific semantical meaning, they are just there to
complete a sentence. They appear in every language:
take a minute! – you are not literally taking or catching a minute.
give me a reason! – you are not literally giving anything physically.
I have my doubts! – you do not possess the doubts, you are only related with them.
“take”, “give” and “have” are three common dummy verbs. In English (or other languages)
they can have full meaning or not. For instance: “give me a reason”, as seen before, does not
have full meaning, but in “give me that book” it does have.
In Rodinian, however, dummy verbs are fully separated from verbs with full meaning. For
instance, dainesed mire iile uses the dummy verb “s’dainy”, but datzesed mire ta’kitaabu uses
the verb with full meaning.
Dummy verbs in Rodinian are: s’imy (have), s’dainy (give), s’utzy (take)

2.6 Adjectives
Adjectives describe nouns. In many languages, they need to agree with the noun they
complement (in gender, case, number, or all of them):
In Rodinian it is not the case. Adjectives do not need to agree with the substantive they
modify. They all end in –i, -ig or –c (we will explain the first two now, for “-c”, see HK Sect
2.1.6).
They normally take the position before the substantive they modify:
Rodinian
Duwuri al’ohin
Raari o’dyele
Ieni sere
Duwalig funse

English
The tall girl
A weird matter
A nice evenng
An international conflict

Spanish
La chica alta
Un asunto raro
Una tarde agradable
Un conflicto internacional

So what’s the difference between an –I adjective and a –ig adjective. Let’s see:
-i adjectives: they describe the noun
-ig adjectives: they classify the noun
Let’s take the word funse (“conflict”). A conflict can be duwalig (“international”, related to all
nations) or it could be neieni as well (“unpleasant”), which describes that conflict.
Some roots take both forms with different meanings: The root igsal means “humour”. Then we
have igsalig (“humouristic”, related to humour) or igsali (“funny”). Another one would be the
root insan (“human”), which can take both insani (“human”, with heart) or insanig (“human”,
related to the human race). More examples of both groups below:
-i adjetives

-ig adjectives

Inkiti (normal), isoki (single), prosti (simple),

Elektrig (electric), harekig (dynamic), staatig

skeiozi (clumpy), ŝmutzi (dirty), magni (big),

(public), woig (national), dagig (daily)

vasi (fat), buzdili (coward)

In the dictionary you will find whether it takes –i or –ig (AC or AR). However, as in many things
in Rodinian, you might find you want to give another meaning to the word or you think you’d
use the other ending, then please do so (as long as it does not change the meaning of the word
and you are using it correctly of course!)

2.6.1 Adjective degree
So adjectives are simple: no gender, no number, no dependency, no prepositions attached.
They do not even accept articles. The only thing they accept is comparison. Comparison comes
in four forms: lative, comparative, superlative, absolutive. All of them will have morphemes
placed in between the root and the adjective suffix:
adjective root + COMPARISON MORPHEME + adjective suffix
The lative property of adjectives intensifies the value, quality or property given by the
adjective. It is similar to attaching “very” to the adjective in English, as in:
to’vidyarer sêt duwurii
that student was very tall
So we attach the morpheme “-i-“ in between for positive intensifier, and add –a- for negative
intensifier:
to’vidyarer sêt duwurai
that student was not very tall
The comparative property of adjectives is pretty self explanatory. English uses “more/less” and
suffix “-er” to establish comparison:
to’vidyarer sêt duwurori dinex
that student was taller than you
As you can see, morpheme –or- is used for positive comparison, as in the next sentence:
i’zabuneka s vixtori i’uketoreax
customers are more important than benefits
See how in this one, English uses “more” instead of a suffix. Rodinian still uses the appropriate
morpheme, no matter how long the root is.
But there is something else here we need to point out. See how English attaches “than” to the
modified (compared) adjective in order to add some information. Rodinian does not need that,
because we use dependence in Rodinian, remember? All we need to do is make the
information dependant on the appropriate adjective, as you have seen in the last two
examples. “dinex” is the adjective dependant form of “din”, whereas “uketoreax” is the
adjective ependant form of “uketorea”. For more information, please see HK Sect 2.3.3.
The comparative form of an adjective has as well a negative version. We add the morpheme “ur” when we want to state that “x” is less than “y”:
to’vidyarer sêt duwururi al’ikuzerex

that student was less tall than the teacher
But comparative forms also have a neutral form, using morpheme “-en-“:
to’vidyarer sêt duwureni al’ikuzerex
that student was as tall as the teacher
The superlative form of an adjective is marked with the “–os” morpheme for positive
superlative and “-us” morpheme for the negative:
Viissi al’tigrer s vitosi al’jantareex
The white tiger is the fastest of the herd
Alstatt s opwûosi villu i ŝ’ex Wstereix
Alstatt is the most amazing town in Austria
Al’igelek s amusi i’jantek i rejeex
The eagle is the least common animal in the region
Notice how superlative in Rodinian does not normally take any kind of article with it (nor the
name they might be modifying too), in opposition to English.
The absolutive form is similar to the superlative one. It has a very similar translation into
English. However, absolutive forms refer to properties which are believed to be of highest
value than anything else known, anything else in the universe:º
Usain Bolt s vitozi al’aufsporter
Usain Bolt is the fastest athlete (ever/in the world)
And in the negative form:
Taushiro s g’spuntuzi al’bahase
Taushiro is the least spoken language (in the world)
2.6.2 Pronominal adjective
Although not common in English, some languages have the capacity to use adjectives as nouns.
Spanish does it for instance by adding the neuter article “lo” in front of it:
Me gusta lo bello – which would be translated, for instance: “I like beautiful things”, and not
*”I like the beautiful”.
This technique is normally used when using the adjective as a concept, although not
necessarily, as in:

Los viejos merecen todo – “Old people deserve everything”.
In Rodinian, all we need to do to form this is get the root, attach the pronoun gender/number
suffix (see HK Sect 2.3.4), and then the suffix “-ê”.
So the two examples we have seen would be in Rodinian:
Mir hezkirs i’bellesê – made of root “bell”, singular pronoum morpheme “e”, abstract
morpheme “s”, and mark “ê”.
Eldakê meritts ollas – made of root “eld”, plural morpehem “a”, neutral morpheme “k”, and
“ê”.
See how these words describe people or things, even if they function as nouns in these cases.
That is why they are cannot be formed following the noun rules, because they do not describe
objects, realities or entities.
2.6.3 Explicative vs specificative adjectives
Adjectives are normally thought to be explicative, we are describing something:
Min hezkiras azurri al’kurtiku – I(f) like the blue shirt.
In this sentence, the subject is simply explaining that she likes the blue shirt. However, what if
she was trying to say that she likes the blue shirt, but not the other ones?
Min hezkiras azurroi al’kurtiku - I(f) like the blue shirt.
In this case, the subject is specifying that she only likes the blue shirt, and not another one.
This is introduced by the interfix –o- (marked in yellow).
This is very similar to the specificative relative pronoun introduced by h- that you will see later
(see HK Sect 2.7).

2.6.4 Comparative conjunction iqki
Despite all comparisons are normally made through an adjective complement, sometimes it is
not possible to link a complement to the adjective, or simply, there is no adjective (or adverb).
See the following sentences (extracted from the sample texts in Rodinian):
Di ims cangori vie, iqki nago mahlek i te’deleku!
ollaz sat disberdini, iqki er husket, u voq veet er uyt
Er wûet rikori, iqki u voq

As you can see, in the first sentence a whole sentence (not just an adjective complement) is
being referred to, so in this case we use iqki. In the second one we find a similar case, with a

sentence complementing the adjective. In the third one there is no sentence, but a time
preposition. Prepositions cannot act as adjective complement, so the conjunction iqki is used.

2.7 Prepositions
Believe it or not, prepositions are one of the most difficult things to master when learning a
language. Getting to know them is fairly easy (because there are not many), but knowing how
to use them correctly is another thing. Have you ever thought about how many uses the
preposition “on” has in English, for instance?
The keys are on the table (location, on top of)
I will see you on Thursday (time)
It depends on you (prepositional complement)
Please turn the lights on (phrasal verb, active)
What is your shift next week? I am on earlies (time, way)
Jessie is on 39000 dollars a year (amount)
So the preposition “on” has many uses. Many of them have other prepositions with similar
functions:
You will see the results in a week (time)
The boss insisted in the matter (prepositional complement)
We pronounced it in British English (way)
But sometimes, no preposition is needed even when introducing a verb complement:
“I did it the right way” introduces a verb complement of manner with no preposition. But even
when the use of a preposition might seem crystal clear, it might lead to confusion for some
speakers:
*You can find it from Morocco till Arabia Saudi
In this case, ”till” is appropriate for time complements, so the preposition “to” should be used
instead in this case. Same concept introduced by different prepositions.
We have said this is not exclusive to the English language. Take the preposition en in Spanish
for instance, and you will find that it can introduce a place (en el parque), time (en 1995),
material (en oro) or way (en inglés británico), amongst others.
So how do we solve this in Rodinian:
Prepositions are logic and their use is very defined.
Compound prepositions (using a primary and a secondary preposition) allow the
speaker to structure his/her speech, introducing the bigger or general concept first
(place, time, manner…) and then the specifics or concrete meaning. This allows duality
in prepositions like English with “to” and “till”.
Prepositions introducing verb complements are not the same as those introducing
prepositional complements.

2.7.1 Primary prepositions
Primary prepositions introduce general or non specific concepts or actions. They can appear
alone, without a secondary one, whereas secondary prepositions will often need a primary
preposition with them. The most used ones are:
i: place
u: time
o: quantity
a: DO
e: IO
ê: frequency
y: situation, context
w: mode, way
v: process

En zaias i enen e’baytu – She is in her house
Minen e’ibin kommet u te’ereve – My mother came this morning
I’zieme dauers o dri mesea – Winter lasts for three months.
A pyat ŝtrafa deihabet dir u letzti al’niane – Five fines you received last
year
Min datzet al’elhutzu e al’dilencer – I gave the bread to the beggar.
Min zaiyt i USA ê myriadu – I have been to the USA multiple times.
Y te’letzti kezkryze teryot viel jeneka a seen e’veleiea – In this last
economic crisis, many people lost their jobs.
Ez s g’dahanti w viisse va ruje – It is painted in white and red
Al’hoonu sos v nirmany – The building is under construction

Immediately you will have noticed that there are prepositions that introduce complements
that do not seem to appear in languages you might know. However, the fact that grammar
does not take them into account does not mean that they do not exist. Context complements,
as well as frequency and process are often introduced with other complements like place, time
and mode. That is simply a grammar deficiency which is fairly surprising:
I am in a party in Paris / Estoy en una fiesta en París
See this sentence. The complement “in a party” introduces a context, a situation, but it is
introduced by a place preposition and it is indeed a place complement in English. But there is
more to it. The complement “in Paris” is as well a place complement! So there you go: one
sentence with two complements of place. That in fact means (grammatically) that the action
expressed by the verb is happening in two places at the same time. Wrong. It is happening in
one physical place (Paris) where something (context/situation) is taking place (the party). In
Rodinian:
Mir zaias y feste i Parie
S

V

context C. place C

Something similar happens with time complements, where in traditional grammars two of
them can actually happen together:
“In the past century, world was often at war “
We have “in the past century” as a time complement as well as “often”, where the second
one, conceptually, introduces a frequency. Let’s see the Rodinian way:
U letzti henniane sêt al’deleku w qange

Time C.

V

S

Mode C.

See how prepositions are not arbitrary at all and therefore are extremely easy to use. It goes to
an extend where two speakers can have different points of view of something, and Rodinian
would accept both as long as there is a strong reason to back it up. For instance:
Al’rogin sot w wzwardy/ or / Al’rogin sot v wzwardy
Both mean in English “The patient was under observation”, where the complement “under
observation” is expressed as a mode in the first one, and as a process in the second. There is
black or white on what should be used in this occasion, as the situation can be seen both as a
“mode” or “process”, although we have a slight preference for the process complement. As we
have said, it does not matter as long as there are reasons behind the use of one or other
preposition.
But of course there are more primary prepositions as we said:
als: role/profession
ŝ: like
û: condition
uw: place of work/study
eqin: under (law, rule)
aus: material
em: with (company)
bin: without (company)
c: with (addition)
z: without (addition)
ki: cause
icin: goal
vuur: benefective
je: content
lekal: proportion
pe: multiplication
ef: exchange
wotzel: despite
sei: example
ila: except
weqen: between (coop)
na: reference
despre: about
wuzti: past

Marie veleis als ikuzin – Maria works as a teacher
Jessie s ŝ enen e’ojin – Jessica is like her aunt.
Ibrahim sas û weiwêiene – Ibrahim is in comma.
Josef veleis uw Rolex – Josef works at Rolex.
(“uw” is a preposition describing a place where an action related to that place is
performed. If “min veleis uw al’banku”, is because I work for the bank. But we
could have as well “min veleis i al’banku”, in which case it could be, for instance,
somebody cleaning the office or on a temporary job outside banking but in the
office. If I say “mir ŝtudis i ŝtudileku”, is because I go there, maybe to their
library, to study, but I am not a student of the university.

Eqin Portugalski lekse neehbis hi soifi – Under Portuguese law, one
cannot drive drunk.
Te’hapagu s g’fazti aus dren – This table is made of wood
Michael ves zu ikuzleku em eren e’beier – Michael goes to school with his
brother
Bin belhek s hinvey g’zakazti – Without an adult, the entrance is
forbidden.
Mir hezkirs i’kaffu c sakiru – I like coffee with sugar
Te’dyatrofu s g’fazti z hêhdravex – This food is done without
preservatives
Al’druhe kimmet af ki esen dii e’sprave – The company went bankrupt
due to its bad management.
Ni bacats icin s’vey zu USA – Estamos ahorrando (2) para ir a USA
In axtet eza vuur inen e’beier – She bought that for her brother
Icin s’fazy fanu yevazoes dri vairu je oen lekal wahied vairu je fanen – In
order to make rice, put three glasses of water for one of rice.
Veizo s pyat pe pyat? – How much is five by five?
Doicdiez ni al’ellu ef niewizê? – Should we change the machine for a new
one?
Wotzel sluhea s druhe aktivi duzu – Desptie the rumours, the company is
still active
Mir hassês i’insekteka, sei i’lebaheka – I hate insects, for instance bees.
Veleis din on dage? Ye, ila ezerdag – Do you work every day? Yes, except
for Saturdays.

Al’duane duort ei weqen oll wi – The project was done between all of us.
Na al’warea wanert al’syxter af – According to the news, the politician
has been arrested.
Te’uroke spunos min despre i’osa – This lesson I will speak about bones.

2.7.2 Secondary prepositions
Secondary prepositions add or complete the meaning to a primary preposition, so they appear
together:
En veleit nizki u eos 2004 – She worked here until 2004.
The highlined preposition “u” is the primary one, introducing a concept of “time”. That
meaning is completed by the secondary preposition “eos”, which adds the meaning of “up
to/until”. Obviously, the secondary preposition can appear with other primary prepositions:
Min platkies o eos $700 – I can pay up to $700.
In this case, the primary preposition is introducing a concept of “quantity”. Let’s see another
example:
Al’flatu kimms o lahell $160.000 – The flat has a value of around $160.000.
However, location constructions (introduced by “i”) can omit the primary preposition:
Mir zaies (i) lahell al’ŝuku – I am near the market, where the normal sentence would be: Mir
zaies lahell al’ŝuku – without “i”.
But this is only done with constructions introduced by “i” (location). All other primary
prepositions need to appear:
Min bleibs nizki u eos 17:00 – I stay here until 17:00
Min veas eos Berlin leo – I am going up to Berlin today.
So whenever we see a secondary preposition alone, it is understood that “i” is omitted and
therefore it is a location preposition. Let’s see all the secondary prepositions:
*auf: on top of
*qu: below
*voq: in front of/before
*hou: after
ot: from
eos: up to/destination
dui: towards (heading)
wang: towards (movem)
wei: outside
nantz: inside
wyro: around

Al’êdesu zais auf al’haru – The temple is on top of the mountain
Al’ŝulke s o qu $10 – The price is normally below $10.
Al’daftaru zais voq mostu – The office is in front of a bridge
U hou 19:00 klissês dukaana – After 19:00 the shops close
Jennifer kommas ot al’villu – Jennifer is coming from the town
Mohammed ehas eos Bagdad – Mohammed is driving to Bagdad
Robert visas dui al’kirku – Robert is looking towards the church.
Al’nekru nytert wei al’baytu – The corpse was found outside the
house.
Al’cabu zaios nantz al’dobozu – The key is inside the box
Hêzonea zaiet wyro al’zitu – The fires were around the city

vliz: next to
lahell: near
daleko: far
inter: between (2)
nyn: among (+2)
skerz: through
voa: via
wakti: while/during
itli: along
hetxi: across

Min zouns vliz minen e’ibeko – I live next to my parents
Tao gaans o lahell $20.000 – Tao earns around $20.000
In veleis daleko inen e’baytu – She works far away from her house
Leen e’isime sos u inter hazuki va sisku – Their holidays take place
between August and September
Y al’iwody zaiet yir nyn viel jêne – In the demonstration I was among
many people.
Wi veleis u skerz natze – We work throughout the summer
U natze vliegez er zu Sidni voa Roma – In the summer he will fly to
Sidney via Rome.
Xi zaioz i Barsêlona u wakti viêr mesea – We will be in Barcelona for 4
months.
Al’vesselu veras itli al’elfu – The boat is sailing along the river.

*prepositions auf,qu,voq and hou, when referring to location, mean that the referee is NOT actually in
contact with the subject. If there is direct contact, then suffix –s is added:
Al’vliegu vliegas auf al’zitu – The plane is flying above the city
Al’vliegu zaies aufs al’madraju – The plane is on the runway
No contact in the first one (English uses “above”), but contact in the second (English uses “on”).

2.7.3 Prepositions and pronouns
Vaguely discussed before in this book, prepositions are attached to pronouns instead of
preceding them:
Vûs din s’kommy mirem? – Do you want to come with me?
Zaias helekekê dinhou? – Is there anyone behind you?
Min dokes, k er s enŝ – I think that he is like her.
It works as well with other pronouns:
It does not have much more to say really, only the following things must be taken into account:
When attaching a preposition to a pronoun, only the three last letters are attached to
it. So the preposition “vuur” becomes suffix “-uur”, “lahell” becomes “-ell” or “weqen”
becomes “-qen”, and so on and so forth.
Min geas dinang – I am walking towards you (from preposition “wang”).
Compound prepositions appear in the same order as they would do in sentences,
attached to each other:
Esuot lasset en al’zitu uyt – From this point she left the city. Compare it to, for
instance, “esot”, that would mean “from this place”. Remember, secondary with no
primary is a location preposition.

2.7.4 Prepositions and adverbs
Prepositions might be used as well as adverbs. They appear alone with no complements and
they do not change form:
Al’remu zais nantz al’dobozu – The strap is inside the box (preposition)
Al’remu zais nantz – The strap is inside (adverb)
Al’robber zaiet hou al’tihu – The thief was behind the wall.
Al’robber zaiet hou – The thief was behind.
See how there is no limit to this in Rodinian, whereas English does not always accept it:
Al’manju zaiet aufs al’hapagu – The food was on the table
Al’manju zaiet aufs – *The food was on/on top (English needs to complete the preposition).
See in this last one how prepositions with ending –s maintain this feature. And one last
example:
Al’nazeery sez u voq al’nahare – The match will be before lunch.
Al’nazeery sez u voq – The match will be before.
So when the first preposition is needed (remember, all cases except for “i”), it is added as well
when functioning as an adverb.
2.7.4 Prepositions degree
Prepositions in Rodinian can take degree morphemes too. How? See the following sentences in
English:
I want it tomorrow / I want it by tomorrow.
I want two kilograms / I want two kilograms minimum.
I can see only Madrid / I can see only as far as Madrid.
Notice how they imply a certain degree of comparison. The first sentence, for instance, means
that the subject wants it, maximum, tomorrow. So English have some mechanisms as well to
reflect that in the language, but they are not consistent as we can see. Rodinian however
makes it easy: the same morphemes used for comparison in adjectives, can be used here:
Min vûes eza u’os besok / I want it by tomorrow.
Min vûes o’us kelgramên / I want two kilograms minimum.
Min viskies haiek daleko’os Madrid / I can see only as far as Madrid.
Notice how they are separated by an apostrophe.

2.8 Coordinate and subordinate clauses
When putting two sentences together, two things can happen:



Both have equal importance.
One is dependent on the other.

When both sentences have equal importance, then coordination arises. We will speak about
conjunctions later on, but popular conjunctions for this are ŝi (and), eu (or) and mai (but).
Janei kommet izol ŝi eren e’ibin kommez besok – John came yesterday and his mother will
come tomorrow.
Eren e’ibin kommez besok eu Janei venies enbin – His mother will come tomorrow or John will
have to go withour her
So in both cases, two sentences with one main verb each. They could function without the
other one.
When one clause is dependent on the other, then we have subordination:
Tees s al’drame, desa nedostkit min– This is the dream, that I couldn’t accomplish.
In this case, the subordinate clause cannot happen alone.
2.8.1 Coordinate clauses
Coordination, as described above, consists in linking two (or more) sentences with equal
importance or weight. They are linked by linkers called conjunctions.
ŝi – and
eu – or/nor
mai – but/yet
qes – so (that)
nem – not only… but
woq- rather than
tak - so

(1) Din veez zu London ŝi min zu Berlin – You go to London and I go
to Berlin.
(2) Kommezed dir besok eu nekommezed dir – Come tomorrow or
don’t come.
(3) Mirew e’kotzu sos xifalli, mai mir neaslahkios eza – My car is
broken down, but I cannot repair it.
(4) Veesed din zu maju iljig, qes din soz bi bezok – Go to bed early
so that you can feel well tomorrow.
(5) Er nes minen e’urokdruher , nem er s minen bosi e’vryender – He
is not only my classmate, but also my bestfriend.
With “nem” it is mandatory that the first item is in negative form.

(6) Yemanjês din nafaka, woq din manjos xoklaatu – Eat cereals
rather than eating chocolate.

2.8.2 Subordinate clauses
In opposition to coordination, we have subordination. Subordinate clauses (also known as
dependant clauses) have a verb which is dependent on another verb (the main one):
Mir veet zu al’zitu, hez povienot al’olympea – I went to the city that organized the Olympics.
In this case, the second sentence “hez povienot olympea” is dependent on the first one. Both
sentences are linked with a sentence linker, in this case the relative pronoun “hez”. More
examples:
Teen s al’jenin, den viset mira – This is the person that saw me.
Teez s al’kitaabu, deza proŝtos din – This is the book that you are reading
Wi veet zu al’sitzu, dezi viahet minen e’ibeko – We went to the place where my parents got
married.
Mir neŝtis, beizi zais Australia– I don’t know where Australia is.
As you can see, typical linkers in English are relative pronouns/adverbs (that, where, when…)
or conjunctions (because, un
Subordinate clauses are classified in three different groups: relative, adverbial and nominal.
RELATIVE clauses are introduced by relatives (pronouns or adverbial, they are the same in
Rodinian). Relatives replace a word (or group of words) in just one word as follows:
English
Spanish
French
Russian
Swedish
German

She is the girl that I saw
Ella es la chica que vi
Elle est la fille que je voyais
она девушка, что я видел
hon är tjejen som jag såg
Sie is das Mädchen, das ich sah

See how if we split the sentence in two (She is the girl/that I saw) we could swap “that” by “the
girl” again: “she is the girl/the girl I saw). Relatives can always be replaced by something.
Typically, relative pronouns/adverbs are not variable, except in a few languages like German,
where the relative pronoun (“das” in this case) is very similar to the article and changes form
according to gender, number and grammatical function of the word(s) they refer to. Rodinian
is very similar. Rodinian relatives are variable and they follow this structure:

type of relative +
d – with antecedent, explicative
h – with antecedent, specificative
v – interrogative
ŝ – no antecedent*
j – no antecedent, emphasizing.*

number +
e – singular
o – dual
a - plural

*Form noun clauses, not adjective clauses.

gender +

(prepositions)

r – masculine
n – feminine
k – neuter
z – concrete (1/2)
s – abstract
------c – whole
sentence

if applicable. they
take the 3 form
prepositions. For
more information
please SEE

The type of relative is very important and simplifies grammar when mastered. See these two
sentences in English and translated into Rodinian:
Vegetables, that are good for your health, are
expensive
Vegetables that are good for your health are
expensive

Veqeta, daz s dobri icin hien e’helsex, s xeri
Veqeta, haz s dobri icin hien e’helsex, s xeri

The first sentence is explicative. All vegetables are expensive, and they are good for your
health. Therefore, the linker in Rodinian is explicative (“daz”, with the “d”). The second
sentence is specificative, because only vegetables that are good for your health are expensive.
Rodinian uses the appropriate relative (with “h”). See how English solves this by using commas
(other languages do the same actually, as Spanish).
Interrogative forms are pretty self-explanatory, see the following sentences:
Vek kommez zu al’feste? – Who is coming to the party?
Vak yos ruji al’kotzu? – Who has got a red car? – although in Rodinain it’s asking for more than
2 people and we can’t see this information in English.
Vekem veez din zu al’dantze? – With whom are you coming to the ball?
See how English cannot use “that” relatives in interrogations (only wh- words) and that is an
inconvenience for beginners. In Rodinian we only change the first letter, everything else
remains the same.
Relatives with no antecedent do NOT form adjective clauses, but noun clauses which we will
see later. They are those like this one:
Use of relatives starting by “ŝ” and “j” forming NOUN clauses
Wi neviset, ŝek duet tees – We didn’t see who has done this.
Mirew bener neŝtis, ŝeca vûs er icin eren e’vie – My son does not know what he wants for life.
Where, for instance, English does not accept the use of “that” but only “wh-“ words again.

See now a very similar one:
Mir nedavirs, jakan ves zu ta’sitzu – I don’t trust those who go to that place.
This is the emphasizing linker, translated sometimes in English with “those who/that”. Notice
how the preposition “an” (required by the verb s’daviry) is attached to the pronoun. More of
this later.

Number and gender need to match with the replaced noun. It is a feature we have seen in
previous examples but you can see more below:
Al’feker, der zaiet y to’visfunk’ceme, nyxet i Roma – The chef, that was in that TV program, was
born in Rome.
Al’opŝpielin, den sêt ûrkig ŝpieler itzei, zouns minell– The trainer(f), that was a professional
player as well, lives near me.
Al’ceme, des visêrt ei myriad jeneka, wanez u proxaini al’hafte – The program, that was seen by
lots of people, is coming to an end next week.
Dicowu, hez nytert zuiqinam uyt, nes wieko – A planet that was discovered recently is not far
from us.
Lebaheka, dak utpans melu uyt, vis helek haftea – Bees, that produce honey, live various
weeks.
Iren e’ibeko, dok zivet i London yn, zaiet nizki izol – His parents, that met each other in London,
were here yesterday.
So we have seen how the underlined linkers match the word on the left, which they replace in
the subordinate clause. See how In the first one, “der” is singular and masculine, same as
“feker”.
See how we can use v- linkers (questions) to give a hint about what we want to ask more
specifically:
Ven kommet izol icin s’visy dira? – Who came yesterday to visit you?
Special attention must be given here to linkers generated with “c”. They have a whole concept
or sentence as a referent and not a single word:
Xisyusty ŝulkean u styczenen, dec nevisort do, fajet al’marktea – The rapid drop in prices in
January, that was not foreseen, caught the markets by surprise.
In this case, the linker “dec” is referring to the whole previous sentence, not just a single word.
It is referring to “xisyusty ŝulkean u styczenen” instead of just one word in particular. Same can
be used for questions, see the difference between:
Veca duet din izol? – What did you do yesterday?
Vesa duet din izol? – What did you do yesterday?
First sentence is looking for a bit of an explanation. Some answers could be:

Min veleiat u eos dereng – I was working until late
Min putzot al’baytu em minen e’namorader – I cleaned the house with my boyfriend
But in the second one, we are looking for maybe just one word, not a long explanation or
sentence. Answers like “al’axty” (shopping) or “al’putzy” (cleaning) would be what we are
looking for. However, the use of “c” is largely preferred in these situations, where both long or
short answers might be given.
And as for prepositions, the use is identical to personal pronouns. They are attached to the
linker in their three letter form (see HK Sect 2.7.3).
See a few examples:
Teez s al’kotzu, deza vindet mir – This is the car that I sold.
Teen s al’manukin, dene vindet mir mirew e’kotzu – This is the woman to whom I sold my car
Er s Udam, derem wakerot mir viel uzoefea – He is Udam, with whom I shared many
experiences.
Toes s al’momente, desuot deziedet min s’cynjy – That was the moment, from which I decided
to change.
Se veet zu al’sitzu, dezi tûert to’jener – They went to the place where that man was killed.
See how in this last example, English uses an adverbial relative. Rodinian does not need to use
different words in this case. All we need to do is attach the preposition “i” (location) and that is
it. See the following sentence:
Husks din al’niane, desu veet wi zu Disneyland? – Do you remember the year, when we went to
Disneyland?
Final attention must be given in adjective clauses to relative “whose” in English or “cuyo” in
Spanish, which are seen as difficult to understand sometimes. See how this relative pronouns
are introducing, in fact, a noun complement:
The man, whose brother is in prision, was arrested.
El hombre, cuyo hermano está en prisión, fue arrestado.
So if they are introducing noun complements, how do we do that in Rodinian? Yes, with an –en
finishing (See HK Sect 2.3.3). So what should the relative pronoun in Rodinian look like? You
guessed right:
Al’manuker, deren e’beier zaios i anektleku, deibûert.
See how if we take the relative clause alone, it can be seen as:
Al’beier al’manukeren zaios i anektleku – The brother of the man is in prision.
Where we see this –en ending clearly.
ADVERBIAL clauses are those that function as an adverb, modifying a verb, adjective or
another adverb. The linkers in this case are:

Prepositions: they are used in their normal form (single or compound), introducing a
clause:
Icin s’yoy g’werkti badu, ves er on dage zu warzixleku – in order to have a worked
body, he goes everyday to the gym.
Wi conghies hotelu, u voq veez wi y isime – We need to book the hotel before we go on
holidays.
En ikarent, ki fiket enew e’bener dereng – She was angry because her son arrived late.
Connecting adverbs: There are a few fixed-form adverbs that act as linkers. The list
can be found in the adverbs lesson (see HK Sect 2.9), but here we have some
examples:
Din dostez dinen e’staane i ŝtudileku, yesli din vidyars on dage – You will achieve a
place at university if you study every day
Selv din dizês ne, ŝtis min, leca duet din – Although you say no, I know what you have
done.
Adverbial relatives: introduce a notion of time, place, manner, quantity, frequency…
they do not have antecedent. Their structure is:
Veiz + preposition for interrogative adverbial relatives.
Beiz + preposition for non-interrogative adverbial relatives.
As follows:
Veizu kommez diren e’ibeko? – When are your parents coming?
Veizw duet din toec? – How did you do that?
Veizi nirmanas hi niewi al’parku? – Where are they building the new park?
And:
Mir neŝties, beizot kommas se – I don’t know where they are coming from.
Hi ikerêns, beizw veet robbeka zu al’baytu hin – It is being investigated how the thieves
entered the house.
Hakunak ŝtis, beizo gaans en– Nobody knows how much she is earning.
See how English how much/many is simplified by just adding –o (quantity) to the
relative adverb. Same for “where”, “how” or “when”.
You might have thought (or maybe not) what is the difference then between using a normal
relative pronoun indicating place and an adverbial relative. Basically, relative pronouns
indicating place, time, manner, frequency, situation or quantity must have an antecedent.
Adverbial pronouns do not have antecedent:
Toez s al’umtzu, dezi nyxet mir – That is the house where I was born.
Mir vûs s’nyty, beizi nyxet mir – I want to find where I was born.
When asking questions, veiz- form (adverbial) is used as there is no antecedent in the same
question:
Veizi nyxet dir? – Where were you born?

NOUN clauses have the same function as a noun and are introduced by either:
Relative pronouns with no antecedent (forms “ŝ” and “j”), as we have seen previously.
Jak drinks, neehtis – Those who drink alcohol cannot drive.
Mir nezikarones, ŝak duet teec – I cannot remember who did this.
Conjunctions “k” (that) or “eq” (whether):
Mir peims, k en zaiet nizki u voq l’afarawary – I understand that she was here before
disappearing.
Al’wedaner neŝtis, eq al’mykanu ŝeroherz yn – The mayor does not know, whether the
square will be refurbished.
It is pretty vital in Rodinian to fully understand the difference between conjunction “k” and
relatives, which are usually translated by “that” in English or “que” in Spanish. Relatives can be
substituted by something (having a specific antecedent within the sentence or not), whereas
“k” cannot:
Al’suqerin, den zivet miren e’iber, set ŝperi – The surgeon(f), that knew my father, was hopeful.
In this sentence, relative “den” is substituting “al’suqerin” in the relative clause. The complex
sentence can be split in two: “al’suqerin set ŝperi” (“the surgeon was hopeful”) and “al’suqerin
zivet miren e’iber” (“the surgeon knew my father”). As “the surgeon” is repeated, the relative
pronoun substitutes it in the relative clause.
However in the next sentence:
Al’suqerin dizet, k er set ŝperi – The surgeon said that he was hopeful.
In this occasion, “k” is not substituting anything. We have two clauses: “al’suqerin dizet…”
(incomplete) and “er set ŝperi”, which is completing the first one (acting as OD of the verb
“dizet”).
Conjunction “k” does not have any kind of grammatical function in this apart from being a
linker. See both sentences analyzed:
Al’suqerin, den zivet miren e’iber, set ŝperi
Sub1
Sub2 V2
OD2
V2 OD2

Relative “den” has a function of “subject” in
the relative clause, substitung “al’suqerin”
as we said.

And:
Al’suqerin dizet, k
er set ŝperi
Sub1
V1 link Sub2 V2 OD2
OD1

Conjunction “k” does not have any function
within the relative clause. We have a
Subject (er), Verb (set) and Direct Object
(ŝperi). “k” is only linking both clauses.

Some languages do distinguish this as well. It is the case of German:
der Chirurg, der mein Vater kannte, war zuversichtlich.
der Chirurg sagte, dass er zuversichtlich sei

“der” in this case is a relative,
whereas “dass” is conjunction.

When translating from other languages, there are some tricks that might be used in order to
find out whether a relative or a conjunction should be used (if we still are in doubt). In Spanish,
for instance, relative “que” can many times be replaced by “el cual/la cual/los cuales/las
cuales”, whereas conjunction “que” cannot. In English, many “that” relatives can be
substituted by which/who:
Al’warer, der veleiat y
al’evente, iskert.

The journalist, that/who was
working in the event, was hit.

El periodista, que/el cual
estaba trabajando en el
evento, fue golpeado.

Al’warer elezzet, k er iskert u
durea al’evente.

The journalist explained that
we has hit during the event.

El periodista dijo que fue
golpeado durante el evento.

See how in the second line, conjunctions cannot be replaced by “wh-“ words in English or “el
cual” in Spanish.
We will finish this chapter speaking about interrogative and relative determiners. They are
used to ask about something (interrogative) or specify something (determiners).
 Interrogative determiner:
 Relative determiner:

kel+PREP
xel+PREP

As in the following questions:
Kel jenek dukis hinek nezkw? – What person can do something like this?
Kela nûme x’datzers din?* – Which number have you been given?
Kela smine duoz din u proxaini al’hafte? *– What roster are you doing next week?
Kelot zwekazu kommas se? – From which continent are they coming?
Min neŝtis, xelaus bahanu s ez g’fazti – I don’t know of which material it is made.
Se nedizet, xela kotzu axtet le – They did not say which car they bought.
Maria neepikoinet, xelzu dewletu veez en – Maria did not communicate, to which country she
is going.
*See how preposition “a”, denoting direct object, does not appear in English. As you know, this is simply
because English does not have a preposition for direct objects. See how “kela nûme” is asking for a direct
object, whereas the first sentence “kel jenek” is asking for a subject.

Notice how English uses which/what pretty much indistinctively as determiners and places the
preposition before them.

2.9 Adverbs
Adverbs are words that modify sentences, verbs, adjectives or other adverbs. They can add
information about time, manner or place, but also about certainty or other circumstances.
In Rodinian, most of them end in –m, whereas some of them are established words that do not
follow this rule. The amount of this words is, however, very limited.
Let’s see some examples:
She sang loudly
You came quickly
Immediately, we adviced the police
The particles are highly harmful

En qûet uccem
Vi kommet vitem
Fouram ecariket wi arztkeku
Al’ilioona s uccum noksi

As you have noticed there are different endings. Those adverbs modifying a verb end in-em, as
in:
Al’dyele sêt waasem g’ŝtiti – The issue was widely known.
Adverbs modifying a whole sentence end in –am:
Lentam hikizet al’ŝampingirig-lownemu wang al’zitu – Slowly, the hurricane was proceeding
towards the city.
And adverbs modifying adjectives end in –um:
To kotzu ehart ingozum viti – That car was being driven dangerously fast.
However, a few adverbs in Rodinian have a fixed form and do NOT follow these rules. These
adverbs are:
cast: often
shedon: almost
dake: only
zaj: usually

dahi: again
dou: even
duzu: still/yet
haec: back/back
again

itzei: also
nithe: neither
zuen: already
dagoeko: for the
time being
wiotz: then, next

jedva: barely/hardly
*huux: probably (high)
*huex: probably (medium)
*huox: not probable

*These adverbs have letters inside them (“u”,”e”,”o”) that correspond to those used in verbs to mark probability
with morphemes “uw”, “ew”, “ow”.

And a few examples are seen below:
Min byegs i al’woju cast – I often run in the forrest.
Duet din al’wadfafe dahi? – Have you done the exam again?
Er veet zu al’konzerte itzei – He went to the concert as well.
Kommez vi besok? Huox – Will you come tomorrow? Probably not.

These adverbs tend to be located at the end of the sentence, unless the modify specifically a
single word and not the whole sentence:
Min neyoes shedon d’azeitu – I almost don’t have any oil.
Er neveet zu al’konzerte ŝi nahi en veet – He did not go to the concert and neither did she.
As you can see in the last sentence, these adverbs DO NOT count in the word order of a
sentence (See HK Sect 2.2.2), as in:
Dou din hazafkis al’baansu, yesli vûs din – Even you can play the guitar if you want to.

 Adverbs can as well be formed by prepositions. We saw that earlier, so for
more on this please HK Sect 2.7.
 Correlatives (See HK 2.12) can as well function as adverbs.
 Adverbial demonstratives are, as their name says, adverbs. However, they are
seen and described in HK Sect 2.

2.9.1 Adverb comparison and dependency
Adverbs do accept comparison as well, although is not as common as in adjectives.
The method is the same as we have seen (see HK Sect 2.6.1):
Jessica ehet vitorem minex – Jessica drove more quickly than me.
As you can see, from adverb vitem we have constructed vitorem.
Notice how, as well, we have used adjective dependency. So adjective dependency works as
well with adverbs, so it should really be called adjective/adverb dependency. See how the
same ending is even used (-ex).

2.10 Verbs: non personal forms
Non personal forms of the verb are those that cannot be conjugated. These include the
infinitive, participle and gerund.
Non-personal forms of the verb are always marked by orbitals: s’/l’/g’/h’/u’/w’/k’ and y’, being
the first 4 (in bold) shared by infinitive and participle forms:
The infinitive is the base form of a verb (appearing in the dictionary actually) and it has the
same function of a noun. That is why infinitives have the same ending as nouns (-e/-y).
S’klimy s ingozi – Climbing is dangerous
Min vûs s’klimy to’kandu – I want to climb that mountain
See how in English, infinitives can take the “to” form (“to climb”) or “-ing” form (“climbing”).
Even they can appear without any of those, as in “I can make you fly”, where “fly” is an
infinitive.
The election between “-e” or “-y” as an ending is identical to nouns. Is the resulting infinitive
an action? then ends in “-y”. Is a state? Then “-e”. In reality, only a handful verbs have an
ending “-e” in the infinitive:
s’se (to be), s’zaie (to be/stay), s’kimme (to have a value), s’bleibe (to stay).
The 4 orbitals we where speaking about earlier on are the following:
s’: active form: as in s’manjy (to eat), s’piny (to drink).
l’: active form with verb with a verb particle, as in l’uytdaeky (spit out).
g’: passive form, as in g’visy (being seen).
h’: passive form with verb with a verb particle, as in h’yndabily (being switched on).
Apart from voice, infinitives indicate time. The present tense does not take any marking, but
the past and the future take their respective tense markings just before the final y/e
morpheme:
min nehuskos s’visty ena nezki – I don’t remember having seen her around here.
Al’eskeper dizes g’vryty ei daabiteka anektleken – The fugitive says he’s been freed (lit. to have
been freed) by prision officials.
The participle is the equivalent to an adjective. Logically then, they end in –i (no participles
end in –ig). Use of orbitals is the same as in the infinitive:
Se veet zu g’zakazti al’zone hin – They entered the forbidden zone.
I Amazonas hans ŝe g’heidti o’zitu – In the Amazonas there is a hidden city.
S’suksesszi al’ceme zenderz ê on têdag af – The program (that will be succesfull) will be
broadcasted every tuesday (lit. the successful-to-be program).

Notice how some of them do not have direct translation into English, or they would be
expressed in a different way normally.
In the following table you will be able to see a summary of all the forms, taking the verb s’ŝûtzy
(to defend).
Participle (i)
Active (s’/l’)*

Past
S’ŝûtzti (that
defended)
g’ŝûtzti ( defended)

Present
s’ŝûtzi (defensive )

Infinitive (y/e)
Active (s’/l’)*

Pasado
s’ŝûtzty (having
defended)

Presente
s’ŝûtzy (to defend)

Passive (g’/h’)*

g’ŝûtzty (having been
defended)

g’ŝûtzy (be defended) g’ŝûtzêzy (will be
defended)

Passive (g’/h’)*

g’ŝûtzi (defensible)

Future
s’ŝûtzêzi (that will
defend)
g’ŝûtzêzi (will be
defended)
Futuro
------

It is very important to understand that these forms are always used as non-personal forms of
the verb, many times accompanying substantives or conjugated verbs. See how the following
sentences would not be acceptable:
*Al’lanzer g’ŝûtzti al’lossu  incorrect! this is a participle.
Al’lanzer ŝûtzot al’lossu  correct! corrected as conjugated verb.
(in English: the lancer defended the castle)
*Al’lossu g’ŝûtzêzy ei al’lanzer  incorrect! infinitive used as main (conjugated) verb.
Al’lossu ŝûtzort ei al’lanzer  correct! conjugated main verb in use (in passive voice)
(in English: the castle will be defended by the lancer)
Gerund forms have four different variations, each with a different orbital. They are equivalent
to adverbs, and therefore they take an adverb ending, in this case –im. See how they are very
similar to –ing forms in English:
Time (u’)*

U’hwrim dina, sovet min do –
Listening to you, I fell asleep.

Manner (w’)*

Mir eskepet, w’hafrim tûnelu hin – I
escaped by digging e tunnel.
K’wardim al’visfunku, wikst wi
engeliye – Watching TV we learned
English.
Y’ŝpielim nizkw vincez en – Playing
like this he will win.

Cause (k’)*
Conditional (y’)*

Similar meaning to:
Beizu herat min dina, sovet min
do – While I was listening to you,
I fell asleep.
Introducing the way of doing
something.
Introducing the cause: ki wi
wardêt al’visfunku… - because we
watched TV…
Like in: yesli er ŝpielos niezkw… if
he plays like this…

*Orbitals take the first letter of the preposition with similar meaning: time (u), manner (w), cause (ki), condition
(yesli).

See how gerunds are normally part of a sentence and do not take conjugated verbs with them.

2.11 Demonstratives
Demonstratives show where an object, situation or time (anything really) is in relation to the
speaker. They can be:
- spatial/time deixis: using the context of the speaker’s or listener’s surroundings.
Demonstrative starting by “t”.
- discourse reference: referring to something being said earlier in a discourse. Demonstrative
starting by “z”.
This difference is also seen in personal pronouns, where in-between-letter “i” is used for
spatial deixis and “e” for discourse/time reference (HK Sect 2.4).
Demonstratives distinguish 4 different levels:
- close to A: represented by letter “e”.
- close to B: represented by letter “i”
- near to A and B (but not very close to any of them): represented by letter “a”
- far from A and B: represented by letter “o”.
See this picture, taking as a reference figure “A”, with gudaku (“ball”) as the object.

See how these demonstratives are attached to the word with an apostrophe, they are
demonstrative articles (HK Sect 2.3.6). In traditional grammars, they would be demonstrative
determiners.
This last example works for spatial deixis. For discourse or time reference the system is very
similar: we elect the letter according to how far in time the referee is or how far back it
appeared in the current discourse:
time
discourse

“e”
now, present
time
present
sentence

“i”
very recent,
today
sentence before

“a”
recently, close in
time
before all of them,
but in present
discourse

“o”
far away in time
outside discourse

As said, time demonstratives are introduced by “t” as well, whereas discourse demonstratives
are introduced by “z”:
Husks din to’isimy i Nihon? – Do you remember those holidays in Japan?
This last sentence is referring to a situation far away in time, so “to” is used.
More sentences time-related:
U te’momente nevûes min s’vapsy zu minen e’dewletu – “In this moment I don’t want to come
back to my country”.
And with discourse reference:
Izol tûert oher. Zi’oher sêt miren e’vryender – “Yesterday a boy was killed. That boy was my
friend”. With “i” because it refers to the previous sentence.
Zo’dibue set neieni – “That situation was unpleasant”. With “o” because it is referring to
something far away in time, outside the discourse.
Min hezkirs seba, golaba va fresa. Sez s lazeezi va ankani i minen e’dewletu. Weqoz za’maveha
s saabi s’nytyex nezki – I like apples, pears and strawberrys. They are delicious and cheap in my
country. However, these fruits are difficult to find here. Where “za” is used because the fruits
appear not even in the sentence before, but before that, which is already “a”.
It is essential to distinguish well spatial deixis and reference:
To’her okzaias trop lahell al’hu – “That firefighter (over there), in my opinion, is too close to
the fire”.
Mir husks duzu zo’her lahell al’hen – I still remember that firefighter close to the fire.
In the first sentence we are seeing the scene. In the second one we are not, we are referring to
something (in this case, a situation). The fact that the demonstrative uses “o” is not referring
to the fact the the firefighter (her) was far away from the speaker. As it is referential, it is
referring that the situation is far away in time from present.
2.11.1 Demonstratives as pronouns
All the examples we have seen until now were using the demonstrative as an article: attached
to a noun:
Min nehusks zo’momente – I do not remember that moment.
But we can use demonstratives as pronouns as well. In order to do it, all we need to do is to
add the usual pronouns endings: noun and gender:

type of
demonstrative +
t – deixis
z - reference

Proximity+
e – close to A
a – close to B
i – close to both
o – away from both

number +
e – singular
o – dual
a - plural

gender +
r – masculine
n – feminine
k – neuter
z – concrete
(1/2)
s – abstract
------c – whole
sentence

(prepositions)
if applicable. they
take the 3 form
prepositions. For
more information
please SEE

You have seen this in the past (relatives) so we are not going to stop here to discuss the table.
Number, gender and preposition work with demonstratives exactly as they do with relatives
(HK Sect 2.8.2). In fact, as with any other pronoun.
Toer s niewi e’wodzer – That one there is the new boss.
To’kanda zais i Barsêlona. Toazot viskiers al’zitu Teen s Ivana. Veizw bantkies min? – This is Ivana. How can I help?
Mir hezkirs dinen e’umtzu, mai taez s magnori – I like your house, but that one is bigger
Hi ehkis te’otobu w kotzninku, mai hi hajês otobninku tiezcin – One can drive this motorbike
with the car license, but for that one a motorbike one is needed.
Zieski nevûs mir s’vey – That’s why I don’t want to go there.
Important! Only pronouns take prepositions attached to them. Articles (attached to a noun)
do not accept prepositions attached:
Mir veleiot hakunu em ta’jener – I have never worked with that person.
In this sentence, “ta” is an article (in Rodinan, remember, other grammars treat this
differently). See how it is the 2 letter form. Only pronouns (4 letter at least in case of
demonstratives) can take prepositions attached, and therefore it is added before it.
Another one:
C te’uytdrûku nedus hi 4D duanea – With this printer you cannot do 4D projects.
But:
teezêc nedus hi 4D duanea – With this you cannot do 4D projects.

2.11.2 Adverbial demonstratives
Adverbial demonstratives are those referring exclusively to place, time, mode/manner and
frequency. They are equivalent to the English adverbs “here” (place), “now” (time) or even to
the compound “this way”. Spanish equivalents would be “aquí”, “ahora” or “así”.

These adverbs use the same 4-way distinction with “e”,”i”,”a”,”o”, that we have seen before.
Their structure is as follows:
nn
n
n
n
n
n

(e/i/a/o)
e
o
e
e
e
i

-zkzk
zk
zk
zk
zk
zk

preposition
i
i
w
o
u
u

nezki (here)
nozki (over there)
nezkw (this way)
nezko (this much)
nezku (now – exactly now)
nizku (now – with a bit of margin)

Location adverbial demonstratives follow the same logic as normal demonstratives. For the
rest of them:
time

e
now (exactly
now)

quantity

this much
(exactly)

manner

this way
(exactly)

frequency

this frequent
exactly

i
now (with
some
margin)
this much
(not exactly,
more or less)
this way
(more or
less)
this frequent
(more or
less)

a
then (back
then)

o
back then
(far away in
time)
that much
that much
(looking back
in time)
that way
that way
(weird or far
in time,old)
that frequent that frequent
(back in
time)

These demonstratives can also be referring to the same discourse, as discourse reference. In
this case, they start with letter “q”, as in the following sentence (extracted from the Rodinian
texts):
Ŝi qazkw benfiret eren e’hêrzu te’akte disobeen
As you can see, qazkw is a discourse reference adverbial demonstrative, referring to
something being said on a previous paragraph. If nazkw was used instead (that way), the
speaker or narrator would be referring to something outside the text, or appearing in the
present space or time.

2.11.3 “C” demonstratives
As we have seen with personal pronouns, a “c” normally indicates that we are referring to a
whole sentence or explanation rather than a single entity or word. “C” pronouns are discourse
reference pronouns that refer to:


ce: discourse, sentence or explanation that appears in the same sentence.





ci: discourse, sentence or explanation that appears in the same sentence.
ca: discourse, sentence or explanation that appears in the same sentence.
co: discourse, sentence or explanation that appears in the same sentence.

They can have prepositions attached to them as any other pronoun, BUT, they do not take
direct object (-a) preposition. If they appear before the noun, they function as a subject. If they
are placed after it, they function as a direct object.
See some examples from the Rodinian texts:
Al’oze ŝ’en Voldemort rikoet… ŝi ce s
al’iile, ki er x’vees af.
Weqoz, le imt raze itzei, ŝi seen magni
e’vreese sêt, k hinekek wenytet ca uyt
desli ŝ’a Potter bufenat cean op

“Ce” appearing before the verb “s”, so it
functions as a subject.
“Ca” appearing after the verb, so it is a direct
object pronoun. It is referring to something
said in the previous paragraph.
In this case, “ce” has the preposition “an”
attached to it.

In theory, the same could be done with discourse reference pronouns starting by “z-“, with the
gender “c” attached to them, as in:
Al’oze ŝ’en Voldemort rikoet… ŝi zeec s al’iile, ki er x’vees af.
However, the “c” pronoun is preferred in these situations.

2.12 Correlatives
Correlatives are a part of speech in Rodinian (not in other languages) that may act as
determiners, adverbs or pronouns. They have fixed forms in both their determiner and adverb
form but take pronoun morphemes when acting as such and may take prepositions too when
acting as adverbs. They are very common words used to specify something.
Here you will find a list of them with their meaning. This is one of the tables you will have to
remember, as their endings are arbitrary.
hinek

some/something

hakun
nago

nothing
any

divers

various

vêh

a bit/a few

ŝa

few/a little

maal

few/a little

viel

a lot

mult

a lot (excessive)

trop

too much/many

myriad

multitude

on

each/every

oll

all

tot

all/whole

ander

other

drugoi
els

Other (another
one)
else

helek

part of

gou

bastante

(excessive)

Ŝe hanes hinek vre i eren e’hitzea – there is
some truth in his words.
Mir wits ca hakunu – I will never forget that.
Y suabheeze dizkis hi shedon nagoes – In
democracy you can say pretty much
anything
ŝe hanot divers g’inxebtiak y al’kazy – there
were various
Mir vûes dake vêh sakiru – I only want a bit
of sugar.
Ŝaak kommet zu al’feste – A few people
came to the party.
Hinek daikeka yos maal manju – Some kids
have very little food.
Viel jeneka fangs Parie on niane – A lot of
people visit Paris every year.
Multu hyh u ot mir viset dina af – A lot of
time (excessive) has passed since I saw you.
Ŝe hanas trop jeneka nizki – There is too
many people in here.
Myriad insekteka hant ŝe nantz al’baytu –
there were multitude of insects inside the
house.
On jenek dezieds een niyate – Each person
decides his/her own fate.
Darake pês ollak – Corruption affects
everyone.
Vûes dir tot d’gatou? – Do you want the
whole cake?
Mir ims ander planea u proxaini al’hafte – I
have other plans for next week.
Ŝe hant drugoi nekru i al’umtzu duzu – There
was still another corpse in the house.
En nezaias nezki, er zaias elsi – She is not
here, she is somewhere else.
Helek zitu diruort u 1944 – Part of the city
was destroyed in 1944.
Niewi vidhelu vindêrs i gou sitza – The new
videogame is sold in many places.

cukup

enough

lagom
takoi

Neither too much
not too little
certain

jedin

only

Gehi+COM*

Majority
of/maximum…

dokees din, k ŝe hanes cukup maalku? – Do
you think that there is enough salt?
Veizo vûes din? Lagom – How much do you
want? Neither too much nor too little
Takoi ainea zuigjantekan s oig – Certain
species of mammals are aquatic.
Ŝe hanos jedin ou i al’kaltsyskevu – There is
only water in the fridge.
Gehior jeneka manjês vleesu – The majority
of people eat meat.

*Gehi correlative adds a comparison suffix (See HK Sect 2.6.1) to form: gehior (majority of), gehiur
(minority of), gehios (maximum), gehius (minimum), gehioz (historic maximum)…

As you can see, correlatives can appear in three forms:
As determiners, taking no morphemes:
As pronouns, taking the pronoun morphemes
As adverbs, taking prepositions:

2.13 Connectors
As the word says, connectors are words that link parts of a text or paragraphs. They can be
fixed words (unvariable form) or words formed by adding the prefix “bê-“ to a root of a word.
There are only a few official connectors in Rodinian and we will see them below. However,
some more might be formed by oneself if need to be, just following the procedure described
above.
Type
Introducing
Continuing and adding
Expressing consequences
Expressing goals
Conditions and exceptions
Oposition
Order
Conclusion
Clarifying
Ending up something

examples
bêneks (in relation to), bêdevein (in reference to), bêŝi (to start
with)
bêitzei (on top of that), bêviŝ (furthermore, moreover), bêhou
(after that)
bêvileiv (in consequence),
bêcil (with the goal to, in order to), bêirad (with intention to)
bêkas (in case of), bêollu (every time that), bêhaj (if necessary),
bêhinŝet (taking into account), , selv (even if, although), ,
bênevixt (regardless of), bêwotzel (despite, in spite of)
weqoz (however), bêavess (contrary), bêdikang (in opposition
to), bêander (in the other hand), wêiell (otherwise)
bêwahied (firstly, in first place), bêdwy (secondly), bêŝi (to begin
with), bêwan (to finish with), bêsazet (to sum up, to summarize),
bêdern (in last place),
yuŝie (so, hence)
bêklar (to make things clear),
bêwan (to finish with), bêsazet (to sum up, to summarize),
bêŝliess (to conclude with),

2.14 Attitude particles
Attitude particles are a part of speech almost exclusive of Rodinian, which add both simplicity
and more precision to the language. These particles show the attitude of the speaker towards
what’s being described in the sentence. They normally appear at the end of the sentence. They
are the following:
ay
by
diq
dy
ey
fa
fy
gy
ha
hiq
hy
ky

hurt
indifference
fair
discovery
fear
repugnancia
flipar
gusto
gracia
seguro
divertim
angry

ly
maa
my
naa
ne
niq
ok
oy
py
qy
ry
sy

happiness
moaning
incredulity
sympathy
negation
unfair
agreement
surprise
resignation
hope
rayado
estrés

ŝy
taa
ty
vy
waa
wiq
xy
ye
zaa
zy

cautela
interest
lástima
desire
perplexity
ganas
pena
approval
preocupaci
arrepent

And see the following examples:









Pyramida s iyani nirmana taa – Pyramids are amazing buildings (and I have a great
interest in them).
Al’skilin saltet ot al’ariku ha – The dog(f) jumped from the sofa (and it was hilarious)
Wi veet zu Affrika hy – We went to Africa (and had a great time)
Ahmed nenytkios veleie ty – (it is a pitty that) Ahmed cannot find any job.
Ŝe hans trop fami daikeka i te’deleku zaa – There are too many hungry children in this
world (and I am worried about that)
Al’vlade jakimmez daziea op py – The government will rise taxes again (and what can
we do about it).
Er kommez besok qy – I hope he comes tomorrow.
Le veleiert uyt niq – They two were fired (and I think it was unfair).

Remember it indicates the speaker’s point of view, not the subject’s. The main verb will be in
indicative if the action is believed to be true or feasible, but might be irreal mode for instance
if it’s belived that the sentence is not true/it’s hypothetic, as in:
En wenytez veleie iljig vy – (I wish) she finds a job soon.
These particles do not need to appear as part of a sentence. They can and do very often
function alone. Good examples are ye (approval), which is the English equivalent to “yes”, or
ne (negation), particle for no/not.
See a little text with more examples:
Al’witxin arawaret vliz al’cimanu uyt.
Oy! – Er sklamet.

The witch appeared all of the sudden next to
the fireplace.

En zblizet al’daiker.
- Efreiet min dira? – En dizet.
- Ne – er henŝinet.
- Vii – en wyfet -, v’kommeseŝ dir minem. Min
s bi witxin.
- My…
En smettet u wahied momente.
- Daan kommez din? – En vraaget.
Daan katzet en era i al’bratu.
- Maa! – Er sklamet.

- Wow! he exclaimed.
She approached the child.
- Did I scare you? – She said.
- No – he answered.
- Let’s go – she continued – come with me. I
am a good witch.
- (increduility)
She stopped for a moment.
- Will you come then? – She asked.
Then she caughted him by the arm.
- Ouch! – he exclaimed.

Apart from these ones, there are a few other particles than can be found in Rodinian, and that
can be easily translated into Rodinian:
Rodinian
qex
nante
ba
gar
doh
vii
daan

Meaning
indeed
whatsoever
so… (pues in Spanish)
emphasizer
avoids or tries to avoid a response come on! then

2.15 Numbers
Numbers are straightforward in Rodinian. All you need to know is numbers 0-9 and the
appropriate suffix to indicate the place it is taking in the actual number.
Numbers from 0 to 9 are:
0
1
2
3
4

ling
wahied
doi
dri
viêr

5
6
7
8
9

pyat
ŝeŝ
sept
haci
deratzi

And we combine them with suffixes according to their place in the number:

meg
millions
1000000

lah

ten

kel

hundredthousands
100000

tenthousands

thousands

10000

1000

das

-

hundreds

dozens

units

100

10

1

hen

dici
0,1

cent
0,01

mill
0,001

So we take a given number and use this graphic to form it. Just place the numbers in the right
box and get the right suffix:
Number
viêrdas-haci
wahiedhenseptdas-doi
5369
5
3
6
9
pyatkel-drihenŝeŝdas-deratzi
3
3
dri
24
2
4
doidas-viêr
Number 0 (ling) only appears when it is a unit alone or when we want to point out or stress
something. Otherwise, when a 0 appears in another position, its placed it’s just skipped/not taken
into account.
0
0
ling
609
6
0
9
ŝeŝhen deratzi
1002
1
0
0
2
wahiedkel doi
See how phrases like “two million” in Rodinian are expressed with this system as well, and how
decimal numbers are expressed with the same system, without any need to point out comas or the
fact that they are decimal numbers.
5000000
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
pyatmeg
58,3
5
8
3
pyatdas haci
dridici
48
172

meg
-

lah
-

ten
-

kel
-

hen
1

das
4
7

8
2

dici
-

Notice how whole numbers have 3 letter suffixes (“meg”, “das”, “hen”…) whereas decimals
have 4 letter suffixes (“dici”, “mill”…).
Obviously, the number of suffixes is larger in order to be able to express pretty much every
single number. Apart from these ones, other larger/smaller numbers have the following
suffixes:
7

x10 : bemt

-4

8

x10 : xint

9

x10 : mika (u)

12

x10 : site

15

x10 : leno

18

x10 : nano (n)

18

x10 : pett (p)

24

x10 : femt (f)

x10 : cot

-5

x10 : wen

-6

x10 : gig (G)

-7

x10 : ter (T)

-8

x10 : pet (P)

-9

x10 : exa (E)

-12

x10 : zet (Z)

-15

x10 : yot (Y)

-18

x10 : atto (a)
-21

x10 : zept (z)
x10

-24

: yokt (y)

As in: 5 x108: pyatwen, or 0,00007 = septxint.
See how from x109 and x10-9, suffixes appear every three spaces and not every single one.
From then on, successive position until the next one are covered by adding –das- (+1), -hen(+2) to whole numbers and –dici- (-1), -cent- (-2):
8 x 1012 = haciter
8 x 1013 = haciterdas
8 x 1013 = haciterhen

3 x 10-21 = drizept
3 x 10-22 = drizeptdici
3 x 10-23 = drizeptcent

2.15.1 Ordinal/Fractionary/Multiplicative numbers
Ordinal, fractionary and multiplicative numbers are formed by adding suffixes to the number.
The ordinal suffix is –ar, the fractional suffix is –aj- and the multiplicative suffix is –av-:
See the following examples:

wahied
doi
dri
viêr
pyat

Ordinal

fractional

multiplicative

wahiedar (first)
doiar (second)
driar (third)
virar (forth)
pyatar (fifth)

wahiedaj (-)
doiaj (half)
driaj (third)
viraj (quarter)
pyataj (fifth)

wahiedav
doiav (double)
driav (triple)
virav (quadruple)
pyatav

2.15.2 Expressing quantity
Rodinian number suffixes function as quantity prefixes as in:
two kilograms – doi kelgramên.
Notice how “kel” is the number suffix for “1000”. Actually, it would be equivalent to say doikel
gramên (one thousand grams) and doi kelgramên (two kilograms). All we are chaning is the
place of “kel”.
Rodinian number suffixes are strictly designed to match international metric prefixes. Some of
them match them very closely, others share only the first letter or the first two. For the
purpose of this system, that is enough:
English metric prefix
deca (da)
hecto (h)
kilo (k)
mega (M)
giga (G)

Rodinian number suffix
das (da)
hen (h)
kel (k)
meg (M)
gig (G)

So we find combinations like:
five hectoliters – pyat henlitrên (hl)
two megabyttes – doi megbyttên (Mb)
Notice how units of measurement (liters, meters…) all have the same ending “-ên” and do not
take gender or number.
A few units of measurement do not match with the units o measurement found in
international systems. ŝnie means “second”, dakahe means “minute” and xehe means “hour”.
Their short forms can be expressed by the Rodinian first letter or by the International system:
ŝnie (ŝ) or (s)
dakahe (d) or (m)
xehe (x) or (h)
2.15.3 Expressing time
Time is expressed by adding the appropriate suffix to the number. AM hours are formed by
adding the suffix –ah and PM hours by adding suffix –ap.
Kela zeite ses ŝe? – What time is it?
Ŝe ses… ŝeŝah (6am), haciap (8pm), deratziah (9am), doiap (2pm).
Minutes/fractions of hours are added with the following formula:

hour + xe/go + minutes/fraction
Where ca means before the hour, and go means after the hour:
virah ca pyat – five minutes to four (am)
doiap go wahieddas – ten past two (pm)
deratziah ca wahieddas-pyat – fifteen
minutes to nine (am)

some of them
can be
expressed as
fractions

deratziah xe viraj – quarter to
nine (am)
wahieddas-wahiedap go driaj –
twenty minutes past eleven (pm)

The English word “o’clock” has an equivalent in Rodinian which is not compulsory, but
emphasizing. It is the particle dyan, as in: ŝeŝap dyan (7pm o’clock).

2.16 Emphasizing
Emphasizing a specific word is normally achieved in languages through:
Word position within the sentence
Tone
The first one can also be achieved in Rodinian by changing the order S + V + CC:
Er axtet al’kotzu
That is the normal sentence composition. But if we wanted to emphasize the Direct Object, we
could place it at the front of the sentence.
Remember: always keep the verb in position 2!
Al’kotzu axtet er.
So both of them are correct, but in the second example we are emphasizing “al’kotzu”.
Another example:
Pedro kommet izol  Izol kommet Pedro, where we emphasize the fact that it was yesterday
(izol).
But there is another way (grammatically) of doing this, and it is by adding the emphasizing
suffix:
- Dual and plural nouns
- All the others

-ik
-ak

So for instance:
Vek duet ca? – Dinak!
Who did that? – YOU did!
Where we have emphasized din by adding –ak:
Vak duet ca? – Al’danŝekaik!
Who did that? – The children did!
As you can see, this time it was a plural substantive, so we have added “-ik” instead of “-ak”.
To emphasize a negative form of a verb, the particle “pa” is added after the verb:
Mir neŝtis pa – I don’t know.
Tone is also used to emphasize, but whenever we use tone in Rodinian (speaking) we must
mark it grammatically as well.

2.17 Reference
Reference in grammar is better explained by an example:
“George supports Michael. He is a good boy”
Now, what is “he” referring to? Michael? George?
Most of the time we would think it is referring to the last one, but it is not always the case and
it leads to confusion and, grammatically, to ambiguity.
What do we do in Rodinian?
When a pronoun is referring to the last existing possible reference (same gender and number),
then there is no marking.
So:
George asetts Michael. Er s bi oher.
In this sentence, er is referring to Michael.
Reference markers work as follows:
- 2nd reference
- 3rd reference
- reference in another paragraph
- reference outside current discourse

-eb
-ib
-ab
-ob

Notice how the election of “e”, “i”, “a”, “o”, works in the same way as demonstratives.
So if we were referring to George and not to Michael:
George asetts Michael. Ereb s bi oher.
But imagine:
George va Luke asetts Michael. Erib s bi oher.
In this case we are referring to George as well. Er would be Michael, Ereb would be Luke.
Would furthermore:
George va Lucie va Luke asetts Michael. Erib s bi oher.
In this case, Erib still refers to George, because Lucie is a feminine noun, and therefore cannot
be replace by an er (masculine singular) pronoun.

2.18 Honorifics
Honorifics in languages are used to show respect for other people. It is normally reflected in
grammar through pronouns (Spanish “usted” instead of “tú” for the second person singular, or
French “vous” instead of “tu”) or even in verb morphemes, as in Japanese (which actually has
several levels of honorifics). It does not exist in modern English grammar.
However, that “respect” that we show to other people using honorifics has acquired different
meanings through history. Yes, it might be used to show respect, but many times it is the form
we use to:
o
o
o

Address people who have more power or money than us.
Address bosses and managers.
Address people differently because of their age.

So in some aspects, by using honorifics we are putting ourselves in a lower social/economic
situation than others, accepting it and/or having an attitude of submission towards others.
Rodinian thinks and assumes that everyone is equal, and therefore honorifics have very little
impact on grammar. So as we have seen, Rodinian does not distinguish honorifics in pronouns
(din means tú or usted, vous or tu, du or Sie) or verbs.
However, there is an element of honorifics in honorific particles, which are placed in front of
names or substantives in order to show our respect for that person in particular. This honorific
particles are:
can
san
ŝie
kun
heik
hoŝ
doun

kids
Person not known
Person known
Close person or family
Royal family member
Religious leader
Political leader

These honorifics are put in front of names, or just separately to address people:
Can, kommesed vi nantz – Dear/Kids, come inside!
San, h’hinbadheiti te’vliegyex wang Rio-de-Janeiro… - Ladies and gentlemen, welcome to this
flight to Rio de Janeiro…
San Joseph Höger… - Dear Joseph (Mr.) Höger…
Kun Janna, mir veet izol trop iljig uyt… - Dear Janna, I left yesterday too early…
Heik William…. – Your grace William…
As you have noticed, honorific particles are not inflected by gender or number.

2.19 Vocative
In grammar, the vocative is used when identifying the person, or object or idea being referred
to:
Boy, come here!
In this sentence, the word “boy” is not part of the sentence, but a vocative. As in the next one:
Don’t do that, my friend.
“My friend” is not part of the sentence either. They are normally separated by a coma.
Many languages have a vocative case, as in Latin for instance. The famous line from
Shakespeare, Et tu, Brute? “Brute” is the vocative case from the nominative case “Brutus”.
Other languages, as Arabic, use particles ( )ياin front of the nominative case.
Rodinian does a similar thing to Arabic. It uses an orbital (grammatically considered an article)
in front of the noun. If it is a proper name, it uses the article in front of the apposition “ŝ”:
Ya-danŝek, kommeseŝ nezki! – Boy, come here!
Neduesed ca, minen ya-vryendin – Don’t do that, my friend.
Ŝi dir, ya’ŝ´Brutus? – Et tu, Brute? – And you, Brutus?
Some vocatives might be emphasized, as in:
Oh John! – or even – Oh my god!
In this case, we will use the emphasizer –ak:
Ya’ŝ’ak John! – miren ya-deuseak!

APPENDIX A: Word endings
This appendix is a summary of Rodinian word endings.
Letter
-a
-b
-c

-d
-e
-ê
-f
-g
-h
-i
-j
-k
-l
-m

Ending

-ed

-ig
-ah

meaning
plural number
Reference marker
Adjective or
substantive1/infinitive
depending on the
preceding letter (“i” or
“y”).
imperative
noun/abstract 1
Pronoun adjective
adjective/relational
Hours, am.
adjective/calificative
animate/micro
emphasizer
animate/vegetables
adverb

-n
-o
-p
-q
-r
-s
-ŝ
-t
-u
-û
-v
-w
-x
-y
-z

-en
-in
-ap
-er
-ar
-aŝ

-av

dependence on noun
animate/masculine
dual number
Hours, pm.
animate/masculine
Ordinal number
verb/present
Number/times
verb/past
noun/concrete
noun/abstract 2
Multiplicative number
Dependence/posessio
n
dependence on
adjective
noun/abstract 1
verb/future

APPENDIX B: structures
C1 - nouns

C2 – adjectives
Root + comparative + i/ig

C2 – personal pronouns

C3 - adverbs
Root + comparative + em/am/um

C4 – verbs

C5 - relatives

C6 - demonstratives

APPENDIX C: sample texts
We have seen how it works, we will see now how it looks like all together.
You will find three different texts, analyzed grammatically. You will find verbs in bold, and
then: nouns in green, adjectives in yellow, adverbs in red, prepositions in blue, connectors in
grey, correlatives in olive green, personal pronouns in blue-green, demonstratives in dark blue.
All underlined words or group of words function as Direct Object (DO) from the main verb.

Text 1 - Delekwoamy – Global warming – from Wikipedia (simple English).

i’Delekwoamy s lenti wyfi dizengy y al’kyone Global warming is a slow steady rise in Earth's
al’ruwen al’erden. Kyonea s leo 0.74 °C surface temperature. Temperatures today are
uccori, kex u za 150 nianea. Viel szeenzeka 0.74 °C (1.33 °F) higher than 150 years ago.
dizês, k u proxaini 100-200 nianea wesêz Many scientists say that in the next 100–200
kyonea o eos 6 dêrjea Celsên uccori, kex ses years, temperatures might be up to 6 degrees
sêt u voq al’hyogy delekwoamyen nytort.

Celsius higher than they were before the
effects of global warming were discovered.

Wa vestlekgaza, basi al’iile ŝeins dizengy
hininsyen dumpsfer’yai dioksid-karbunen, ŝ
h’dodizti

ei

Svante

Arrhenius

u

za

wahiedhen nianea. Beizu usês jeneka fossili
dêleka sei ikatzen va azeiten, ce engezês
dioksid karbon zu al’aere. Beizu ŝneids
jeneka mult derebila af, ce ramzês kêm
dioksid karbon eksserêrs van al’dumpsferyae ei to’vekstila.

Of the greenhouse gases, the basic cause
seems to be a rise in atmospheric carbon
dioxide concentration, as predicted by Svante
Arrhenius a hundred years ago. When people
use fossil fuels like coal and oil, this adds
carbon dioxide to the air. When people cut
down many trees, this means less carbon
dioxide is taken out of the atmosphere by
those plants.

U wakti al’kyoge al’ruwen al’erden wûs
woamori, al’livelle al’ymen wûs duruwori. Ci
s bufenem, ki al’ou vahsens uyt, beizu wûs
ez woamori. Ci s itzei bufenem, ki woami
kyogea vilinsains gyacdiata. Al’ymlevelle
wûs duwurori ŝi es iils kûsti wajea ii

As the Earth's surface temperature becomes
hotter the sea level becomes higher. This is
partly because water expands when it gets
warmer. It is also partly because warm
temperatures make glaciers melt. The sea

inondyen. Weerig modellea, das ietverts, level rise causes coastal areas to flood.[5]
beizu va beizi ŝe reinz va snyorz, cynjênz. Weather patterns, including where and how
Medevera dizengewz w andaze. Kaltori much rain or snow there is, will change.
wajea woamz vitorem woami wajeax. Forzi Deserts will probably increase in size. Colder
stormya

wûz

viŝ

mehuexi

ŝi

vysty areas will warm up faster than warm areas.

neutpanewz wecke manju. Zi’hyogy nesêz Strong storms may become more likely and
eki olli. Al’cynjea ot o’wajeen zu ander farming may not make as much food. These
o’wajeen nes bem g’neveetti.

effects will not be the same everywhere. The
changes from one area to another are not well
known.

Text 2 - Wetaeka – Weta – from Wikipedia (simple English).

i’Wetaek (vielnûme wetaeka) s ami al’naame Weta (plural weta) is the common name for a
vuur groe o bei 70 ainean insektekan.
Viel

wetaeka

s

magnori

group of about 70 insect species.

standareax

insektekan ŝi hinek ainea s magozi va viktozi
d’ainea i deleken. Seen e’badutvorig giike s
o’avurgek langi astan, ili o’grilidek, mai
voqwenta s langi ŝi cast dornii. Vielak s
vleiketzi. Ki se eutzcis variya kyogeen,
wetaeka

nytert

i

divers

krugea,

sei

duwurhara, woja, erbdiata, itaka, diata
siahilan ŝi zitig jardina. Se s noci, ŝi oll ainea
ŝ’en Aotearoa nevliegcis. Disberdini ainea ims
disberdini

dyetea.

Gehior

wetaeka

s

muftaressi ili ollmanji, mai wetaeka derebilen
ili yaksi wetaeka manjês licenila, ewa, sisa,
wijtoa va mavehu.

Many weta are large by insect standards and
some species are among the largest and
heaviest

in

appearance

the

world.

is

like

Their
a

physical

long-horned

grasshopper, or cricket, but the hind legs are
enlarged and usually very spiny. Many are
wingless. Because they can cope with
variations in temperature, weta are found in
a variety of environments, including alpine,
forests, grasslands, caves, shrub lands and
urban gardens. They are nocturnal, and all
New Zealand species are flightless. Different
species have different diets. Most weta are
predators or omnivores […] but the tree and
giant weta eat mostly lichens, leaves, flowers,

Wetaeka mordkis c ozi zuhvaa. Mordy
al’wetaekan derebilen s daradi mai ses nes

seed-heads, and fruit.
Weta can bite with powerful mandibles. Tree

ami. i’Wetaeka dukis daradi kratzy, c mehuexi weta bites are painful but not particularly
zihumy, mai seen e’umene ŝûtzeen sastojês common. Weta can inflict painful scratches,
an s’ŝeiny magni va sputzi, ŝi se nariks ahter, with the potential of infection, but their
beizu dukis se. i’Wetaina ŝeins, k sen yos defence displays consist of looking large and
gimpu, mai ez s wfvazou, dez samahs sen zu spiky, and they will retreat if given a chance.
s’lassy wfa nantz g’rotti dru ili luru.

[…] The female weta looks as if she has a
stinger, but it is an ovipositor, which enables
her to lay eggs inside rotting wood[1] or soil.

Text 3 - Tutankhamun – Tutankhamun – from Wikipedia (simple English).

Tutankhamun (hineku g’naamti rekser Tut) Tutankhamun (sometimes called King Tut)
sêt faraoner ŝ’en Alti-Masêr u ot 1334VK was a Pharaoh of Ancient Egypt from about
(wahiedkel-drihen-dridas-viêr voq krist) u eos 1334 BC to 1323 BC. He became Pharaoh of
1323HK

(wahiedkel-drihen-doidas-dri

hou the 18th dynasty during the New Kingdom at

krist). Er wûet faraoner 18ar reksvanseen u 9 years old.
durea Niewi-Reksy u 9 nianea.
Tutankhamun was the son of Akhenaten and
Tutankhamun sêt al’bener ŝ’ew Akhenaten ŝi
wahied eren d’beiina, eu huex wahied eren
d’vettina. Tutankhamun vladêt u durea 9
nianea ŝi er moret jungii, u 18, qes er s g’ŝtiti
ŝ Daiker-Rekser. Er viahet zu eren e’bobeiin
Ankhesenamun, binin ŝ’ew Reksin Nefertiti,
eren e’boibin.
U eren driar e’niane reksyen, Tutankhamun
mettet myriad cynjea g’duti u wakti eren
e’iber reksyen ahter. Er wanet al’puje
deuseen Aten ŝi er mettet al’deuse Amun
ahter y vollzeice. Al’zakaze pujeen ŝ’en Amun
efassert ŝi xisui privilejea mettert ahter zu

one of Akhenaten's sisters,[1] or perhaps one
of his cousins.[2] Tutankhamun ruled for 9
years and died very young, at 18, so he is
known as The Boy King. He was married to his
half-sister

Ankhesenamun,

daughter

of

Queen Nefertiti, his step mother.
In his third year of his reign, Tutankhamun
reversed several changes made during his
father's reign. He ended the worship of the
god Aten and restored the god Amun to
supremacy. The ban on the cult of Amun was
lifted and traditional privileges were restored
to its priesthood. The capital was moved back
to Thebes and the city of Akhetaten

esen e’ŝisare. al’Aufzitu cynjert zu Waset, ŝi abandoned. […]
al’zitu ŝ’en Akhetaten hokiert.
[…] Before this discovery there were many
U voq eren e’nyty hant ŝe viel teoriea despre
eren iljig e’more, sei tûy. Er zihumert vrem ei
myriad ŝixtea plasmodbyokeen, ŝi huux imt er
hinek ibarii defektea, g’iilti ki ariviahe: eren
e’ibeka s e’beieka. Wani iile eren e’moreen s
nesayi duzu.

theories about his early death including
murder. It is quite certain that he was
infected by several strains of malaria, and
very likely that he had some genetic defects
caused by inbreeding. His parents were
brother and sister.[5] The final cause of his
death is still unclear.

